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TOWARD A STRONGER FINANCIAL HISTORY ANTIDISCRIMINATION NORM
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Abstract: This Article examines a topic at the intersection of consumer protection and antidiscrimination law: the use by employers and licensing organizations of applicants' credit reports and financial histories in the hiring and licensing processes. The Article begins with a broad normative assessment of the merits of the practice by examining applicable "logics of personhood," categories of a framework of antidiscrimination analysis that assesses whether traditionally unprotected groups are entitled to formal antidiscrimination safeguards. Thus, the Article considers whether financial histories validly and reliably reflect personality traits relevant to job performance. It then examines to what extent the use of financial history in the employment and licensing settings is a necessary and helpful deterrent to debt default—long regarded as a socially undesirable practice. Next, the Article evaluates the practice's impact on traditionally disadvantaged groups by assessing its relationship to racial equality and social mobility. Finally, in a novel application of behavioral economics to the area of credit reports and financial history, this Article suggests that, in spite of the difficult conceptual distinctions between consumer debtors and traditional Title VII categories like race, sex, and national origin, the findings of behavioral economists suggest that an adverse financial status is more immutable than neoclassical economists have been willing to concede. These observations lend critical normative support to legislative efforts to establish a stronger financial history antidiscrimination norm.
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INTRODUCTION

An individual’s financial past—the amount of debt that she has accumulated, the payments that she has failed to make, the judgments that creditors have recovered against her, and any bankruptcy protection that she has sought—has a formidable impact on her life. Credit scores and credit history impact whether and at what cost she can borrow money to purchase a home and a car.\(^1\) They influence the prices businesses charge for products like credit cards and auto insurance.\(^2\) A growing number of employers consider financial history in scrutinizing job applicants.\(^3\) Bar examiners and other licensing organizations consider applicants’ repayment histories in assessing their fitness to join particular professions.\(^4\) Landlords look at financial histories in evaluating prospective renters.\(^5\) An increasing number of utilities and cell phone carriers use credit reports and scores to price deposits for their services.\(^6\) Additionally, debt burdens and bankruptcy filings can affect an employee’s ability to secure or retain her security clearance.\(^7\) For

---


\(^2\) Id.

\(^3\) Id.

\(^4\) See, e.g., Hoke v. Retail Credit Corp., 521 F.2d 1079, 1084 (4th Cir. 1975) (discussing the use of credit history by medical boards); Niles Jackson, Bankruptcy as It Affects Character and Fitness, 72 B. EXAMINER, no. 4, 2003 at 6, 12 (discussing bar examiners’ consideration of law school graduates’ bankruptcy filings when evaluating applications for admission to the bar).

\(^5\) Fellowes, supra note 1, at 2.

\(^6\) Id.; Baynes v. Alltel Wireless of Ala., Inc., 322 F. Supp. 2d 1307, 1319–14 (M.D. Ala. 2004) (discussing a scenario in which a consumer was required to pay a higher security deposit to a wireless telecommunications provider because of adverse information in her credit report).

\(^7\) See, e.g., Bankruptcy, U.S. Air Force Acad., http://www.usafa.edu/superintendent/ja/bankruptcy.cfm?catname (last visited Oct. 9, 2012) (explaining that whether a bankruptcy filing can affect one’s security clearance depends on various factors, including “whether the bankruptcy was caused primarily by an unexpected event . . . or by financial irresponsibility”). The effect of a bankruptcy filing on an individual’s ability to secure or retain a job, however, is complex. While a bankruptcy filing may signal to a current or prospective employer that an individual is financially irresponsible, see infra notes 116–136 and accompanying text, it may alternatively be interpreted as a positive path toward rehabilitation of the debtor’s financial status because it combines debt forgiveness with debt collection. See, e.g., Legal Office: Bankruptcy, supra (noting that filing for bankruptcy “may actually be viewed as an indication of financial responsibility,” because someone with size-
these reasons, financial histories—including credit reports and scores—have been described as some of "the most powerful determinants of modern American consumer life."  

In recent years, one widespread use of financial histories—employers' and licensing organizations' consideration of applicants' financial backgrounds—has attracted significant scrutiny. Legislators and policymakers have questioned the logic and ethics of employers' and licensing organizations' two primary uses of financial histories: (1) to gauge an applicant's propensity to steal from customers or clients,  

9 and (2) to use an applicant's financial history as a barometer of financial responsibility, which employers interpret as a reflection of her capacity to serve as a responsible employee or licensee.  

Some federal and state legislators have sought to limit employers' consideration of applicants' credit histories absent a reasonably clear relationship between the applicant's financial transgression and his or her ability to perform the responsibilities demanded by the position.  

Legal commentators have

able outstanding debts may pose a higher security risk than someone who has filed for bankruptcy); see also Katherine Porter, The Pretend Solution: An Empirical Study of Bankruptcy Outcomes, 90 Tex. L. Rev. 103, 140 (2011) (citing an interview with a debtor who pursued a Chapter 13 bankruptcy hoping to retain a security clearance). One bankruptcy judge opined on the extent to which a bankruptcy filing could interfere with a debtor's future employment prospects:

Bankruptcy is a serious step; it holds its stigmas still. It is a unique judicial process where one is laid bare, financially. And remember this—it results in a court record for future employers, creditors, friends, relatives and the public to see. Would you grant a security clearance to one who cannot manage his financial affairs and files bankruptcy? I only ask the question. Some would and some would not.


8 Fellowes, supra note 1, at 2.

9 See infra notes 101–115 and accompanying text.

10 See infra notes 116–136 and accompanying text.

voiced concerns about bar examiners’ consideration of applicants’ student loan debt levels and repayment capabilities in determining applicants’ professional fitness. Some bankruptcy practitioners have suggested that the Bankruptcy Code’s prohibition of public employers’ refusal to hire bankruptcy filers should be likewise applied to private sector employers. In response, employers have defended their right to consider financial histories in the hiring process, arguing that they can glean meaningful information about the merits and employability of job applicants from applicants’ credit reports.

In this Article, I consider whether, and to what extent, the law should more rigorously limit employers’ and licensing organizations’ consideration of individuals’ financial histories. Should the law prevent individuals with adverse credit histories, high debt loads, debt defaults, or bankruptcies from being treated differently by employers or licensing organizations? What valid distinctions, if any, can be made among members of these groups? In exploring these questions, I assess how debtors’ financial histories have become inextricable from their individual identities, whether the practice is a necessary and effective supplement to norms and laws encouraging debt repayment, the lack of clarity surrounding consumers’ ability to enter into financial transactions that maximize their welfare, and the importance of a robust financial history antidiscrimination norm to racial and economic equality. To traverse “the complex, shifting, and often muddy terrain” of credit reports actually embrace—rather than reject—prevailing preconceptions about debtors. See infra note 115 and accompanying text.

See, e.g., John Zulkey, Character & Fitness & Credit History: Failing the Character and Fitness Review over Student Loan Debt, 21 PROF. LAW., no. 1, 2011 at 4, 4–5 (arguing that law students who have defaulted on their student loan obligations should not be disqualified from practice and recommending that the American Bar Association adopt measures to encourage law schools to reduce tuition and increase loan-repayment assistance).


antidiscrimination law, I examine applicable “logics of personhood,” a phrase that refers to a framework of antidiscrimination analysis that can be used to assess whether particular groups are entitled to antidiscrimination protection.

After examining the empirical rationales for using financial history in employment and licensing as well as the practice’s adverse impact on racial equality and social mobility, I recommend a significant expansion in existing financial history antidiscrimination laws. In a novel application of behavioral economics to the area of credit reports and financial history, I argue that the findings of behavioral economists suggest that a stronger financial history antidiscrimination norm is necessary to protect individuals from the consequences of decisions that increasingly appear more analogous to immutable characteristics that receive more substantial protection under current antidiscrimination laws.

This Article is the first to conduct a broad normative analysis of financial-history discrimination. The Article considers not only employers’ and licensing organizations’ use of credit reports, but also their use of other reports of financial histories, including, for example, bankruptcy filings reflected in public records. As legislators continue to consider whether or not to restrict employers’ use of credit histories, it is critical to engage in a more comprehensive analytical inquiry—one that will inform legislators’ and policymakers’ conclusions about how and to what extent to limit employers’ access to information that has for decades been perceived as relevant and helpful. The Article’s objective is to generate a more nuanced and comprehensive debate about the merits of reducing the role of financial history in an individual’s

16 Id. at 2–3 (describing the logics of personhood as “forms of reasoning about what persons are—specifically, ways we explain to each other how and why someone’s traits should or should not matter for judging what is really important about her”).

pursuit of a job, which is a resource that philosopher Anthony Appiah has described as “essential to a dignified autonomous life.”

Part I of this Article juxtaposes creditors’ traditional use of credit reports—to assess credit applicants’ “creditworthiness”—and employers’ and licensing organizations’ non-credit uses of credit reports and financial histories. It reviews the findings of several social science studies that attempt to measure the relationship between an adverse financial history and specific personality traits relevant to job performance. Part II considers various arguments for and against establishing a stronger antidiscrimination norm in the area of financial history. It considers a critical question insufficiently explored in the legal literature: how and whether policies embracing empirical observations about individuals with adverse financial backgrounds can be reconciled with other important social goals, including the promotion of racial equality and social mobility. Part III explains why a stronger financial history antidiscrimination norm is necessary to overcome key deficiencies in current laws and is preferable to alternatives.

I. THE INCREASING IMPORTANCE OF FINANCIAL HISTORY IN THE PURSUIT OF CREDIT AND CAREER

A. Creditors’ Use of Financial History

Traditionally, an individual's financial background has been used primarily by creditors to decide whether and under what terms a consumer will receive a mortgage or other loan. Creditors have long used consumer reports (more informally known as “credit reports”) to evaluate consumers’ eligibility for mortgages, credit cards, and other credit products. Consumer reports contain a wealth of information

19 See infra notes 22–153 and accompanying text.
20 See infra notes 154–279 and accompanying text.
21 See infra notes 280–418 and accompanying text.
about American consumers, including personal information, payment history, inquiry history, and public record information. Some consumer reports include credit scores, which are a numeral rating of a consumer’s “creditworthiness.” Creditors purchase consumer reports from consumer reporting agencies (commonly known as “credit reporting agencies” or credit bureaus), organizations that create and maintain such records on virtually every American adult.

Economists view credit reports as a critical risk-mitigation tool since credit reports can help a credit grantor assess a prospective borrower’s likelihood of repaying a particular loan. When a consumer applies for credit, a creditor can analyze the applicant’s financial history to reduce adverse selection problems. Credit products—like insurance policies—may be more likely to attract riskier borrowers be-

23 Personal information includes a consumer’s name, address, Social Security number, date of birth, previous address, employer, and phone number. [Citation]

24 Payment history details a consumer’s record of repayment on her mortgage, auto loans, installment loans, credit cards, and department store cards. [Citation]

25 A consumer report lists which employers and creditors requested the report within the last two years. [Citation]

26 Public record information includes tax liens, bankruptcies, court judgments, and foreclosures. [Citation]

27 Id. As I note below, however, employers do not have access to credit scores; rather, consumer reporting agencies provide employers only with the raw data in consumer reports. See infra note 65 and accompanying text.

28 The term “consumer reporting agency” is broader than the term “credit bureau.” A consumer reporting agency encompasses “credit bureaus” as well as many other entities whose primary focus does not involve reporting consumer credit information to prospective creditors. [Citation]

29 ANTHONY RODRIGUEZ ET AL., NAT’L CONSUMER LAW CTR., FAIR CREDIT REPORTING § 4.1 (5th ed. 2002) (“The three major agencies will have a file on virtually every adult American . . . .”).


31 See Fair Credit Reporting: Hearings on S. 823 Before the Subcomm. on Fin. Insts. of the S. Comm. on Banking and Currency, 91st Cong. 66 (1969) [hereinafter Hearings, Fair Credit Reporting] (statement of Lewis B. Stone, Assistant Counsel to Governor Rockefeller, State of New York) (explaining that credit reports allow “the costs of bad credit risks [to] be apportioned to those that are bad credit risks”); Hunt, supra note 30, at 4–5.

cause any given credit applicant generally has more information than
do prospective creditors about that applicant's likelihood of defaulting
on a particular debt.\textsuperscript{33} To minimize these information asymmetries and
reduce the risk that any given group of credit applicants will contain a
disproportionate number of individuals who are more likely to default,
creditors can use an applicant's credit history to differentiate between
more and less "creditworthy" individuals.\textsuperscript{34} For example, a creditor
might decide not to lend to an applicant lacking a sufficiently long and
regular record of prompt debt repayment, or one whose outstanding
loan balances exhaust a relatively high percentage of her total credit
limits.\textsuperscript{35} Alternatively or additionally, a creditor can reduce anticipated
losses by charging higher fees or interest rates to borrowers who appear
more likely to default.\textsuperscript{36}

Creditors utilizing credit reports also attempt to shape borrower
behavior by reducing moral hazard problems.\textsuperscript{37} After a creditor has ex-
tended credit to a borrower, that creditor can deter the debtor from
defaulting by threatening to report any delinquency to one or more
credit bureaus.\textsuperscript{38} The more accurate and the more comprehensive the

\textsuperscript{33} See World Bank & Int'l Monetary Fund, Financial Sector Assessment: A Hand-
pdf ("Credit reporting addresses a fundamental problem of credit markets: asymmetric in-
formation between borrowers and lenders, which leads to adverse selection and moral haz-
ard."); John M. Barron & Michael Staten, The Value of Comprehensive Credit Reports: Lessons from
the U.S. Experience, in Credit Reporting Systems and the International Economy 273,
276 (Margaret J. Miller ed., 2003) ("Lending markets almost always display some degree of
information asymmetry between borrowers and lenders. Borrowers typically have more accu-
rate information than lenders about their willingness and ability to repay a loan.").

\textsuperscript{34} See Hunt, supra note 30, at 5-4.

\textsuperscript{35} What's in My FICO Score, How My FICO Score Is Calculated, myFICO, http://www.my
fico.com/CreditEducation/WhatsInYourScore.aspx (last visited Oct. 9, 2012) (describing
the extent to which certain categories of information are used in calculating a consumer's
credit score).

\textsuperscript{36} The practice of charging riskier borrowers higher fees and interest rates is known as
Borrower: Rationality, Behavioralism, and the Misguided "Reform" of Bankruptcy Law, 84 Tex. L.
Rev. 1481, 1516 (2006) (discussing how creditors can maximize profitability through risk-
based pricing and sub-prime lending); Patricia A. McCoy, Rethinking Disclosure in a World of
Risk-Based Pricing, 44 Harv. J. on Legis. 123, 126-27 (2007) (discussing risk-based pricing
in the home mortgage market).

\textsuperscript{37} See World Bank & Int'l Monetary Fund, supra note 33, at 257 ("[C]redit-
reporting mechanisms strengthen incentives for borrowers to repay and thus reduce moral
hazard because late or nonpayment with one institution can result in sanctions from many
others."); Hunt, supra note 30, at 4.

\textsuperscript{38} See, e.g., World Bank, General Principles for Credit Reporting 8 (2011), http://
information in a consumer's credit report, and the greater the number of creditors and other entities who use credit reports in rendering meaningful decisions about consumers, the more likely that (1) past defaults will affect a borrower's future eligibility for loans, and that (2) creditors' threats to report defaults to credit bureaus will shape consumers' behavior.\footnote{39}

Because they provide data with which creditors can develop models to predict and price credit risk, credit reports and credit scores have been lauded for reducing delinquency rates,\footnote{40} dramatically increasing the speed of the loan application process,\footnote{41} and contributing to a significant expansion of unsecured credit.\footnote{42} Credit reports have thus increased creditor profits, expanded consumers' access to credit, and helped keep credit prices down. For these reasons, credit reports have been interpreted (at least conceptually) as a win-win, benefitting consumers and creditors alike.\footnote{43}

\footnote{39} See Mark A. Lemley & David McGowan, \textit{Legal Implications of Network Economic Effects}, 86 CALIF. L. REV. 479, 483 (1998). In other words, "network effects" are present in the credit reporting industry because consumer reports become more useful and effective as both the coverage of consumers and the number of participating creditors increase. Hunt, \textit{supra} note 30, at 6.

\footnote{40} See Peter L. McCorkell, \textit{The Impact of Credit Scoring and Automated Underwriting on Credit Availability}, in \textit{The Impact of Public Policy on Consumer Credit} 209, 213 (Thomas A. Durkin & Michael E. Staten eds., 2002) (concluding that credit reports, compared to judgmental evaluation methods, reduce delinquency rates by twenty to thirty percent).

\footnote{41} See \textit{World Bank & Int'l Monetary Fund}, \textit{supra} note 33, at 257 (explaining that credit reporting can increase efficiency by reducing the loan processing time, thereby lowering costs); Wu & De Armond, \textit{supra} note 25, § 1.2.2 (noting that consumer reports increase the speed of credit transactions because creditors have nearly instantaneous access to consumer reports).

\footnote{42} See Barron & Staten, \textit{supra} note 33, at 273 ("[C]redit bureau data have made a wide range of credit products available to millions of households that would have been turned down as too risky just a generation ago."); see also \textit{Use of Credit Information Beyond Lending: Issues and Reform Proposals: Hearing Before the Subcomm. on Fin. and Consumer Credit of the H. Comm. on Fin. Servs.}, 111th Cong. 125 (2010) [hereinafter \textit{Hearings, Beyond Lending}] (statement of Stuart K. Pratt, Consumer Data Industry Association) (noting that if creditors are forced to remove accurate data, consumer credit costs may increase, reducing the availability of credit).

\footnote{43} See Wu & De Armond, \textit{supra} note 25, § 1.2.2 ("Consumer credit reporting can benefit both credit grantors and consumers."). This sentiment was also expressed in the legislative history of the Fair Credit Reporting Act, 15 U.S.C. §§ 1681-1681t (2006), the federal statute that regulates the consumer reporting industry. \textit{Hearings, Fair Credit Reporting, supra} note 31, at 1 (statement of Sen. William Proxmire, Chairman, S. Subcomm. on Fin. Insts. & Consumer Credit) (explaining that "[t]here is no argument with the proposition that both consumers and industry need an efficient and accurate credit reporting system").
Many consider creditors' use of credit reports essential to the fair and democratic distribution and pricing of credit. Credit reports seemingly impose a meritocratic system whereby those consumers who regularly repay their debts are eligible for the cheapest future loans. Before credit scores were widely used, higher-risk borrowers (most notably, communities of color) were more likely to be denied loans altogether; and lenders used more subjective measures to evaluate prospective borrowers. Credit reports have thus been perceived as instrumental to social mobility (both internationally and domestically) and to the creation and viability of a strong middle class.

Creditors' use of consumers' financial histories has not been without controversy. Many argue that consumer reports are error-ridden, a problem that can cause creditors and employers to make serious mistakes in rendering decisions about consumers and prospective employees. Commentators also note that consumer reporting agencies inadequately protect consumers' privacy, which can contribute to identity theft. And others argue that the specific criteria used by creditors to calculate credit scores have a disparate impact on minority communities.

44 Fellowes, supra note 1, at 17 n.5 (explaining that the “high risk” market was largely ignored before credit scores were invented).

45 Before the introduction of credit scoring, credit decisions were made “manually” by a loan officer. Bd. of Governors of the Fed. Reserve Sys., Report to the Congress on Credit Scoring and Its Effects on the Availability and Affordability of Credit 0-4 (2007) [hereinafter Fed. Reserve Bd., Credit Scoring], http://www.federalreserve.gov/boarddocs/rptcongress/creditscore/creditscore.pdf. This decision method, known as “judgmental” underwriting, was subjective, inconsistent, and costly. Id.

46 World Bank, supra note 38, at v (“Poor financial infrastructure [including a lack of effective credit reporting systems] in many developing countries poses a considerable constraint upon financial institutions to expand their offering of financial services to underserved segments of the population and the economy.”).

47 See infra notes 140–142 and accompanying text.

48 See, e.g., Hearings, Fair Credit Reporting, supra note 31, at 1–2 (statement of Sen. Proxmire) (describing how the computerization of credit reports “opens the way toward a gigantic national data bank which could include extremely personal information on every American citizen”).

49 Wu & De Armond, supra note 25, § 1.2.2 (explaining that credit reporting agencies’ “extensive collection of information, and the vast numbers of consumers on whom they report, creates serious concerns about the accuracy of information they keep and about the adequacy of their measures designed to protect consumer privacy, including protection from identity theft”).

50 See, e.g., Fed. Reserve Bd., Credit Scoring, supra note 45, at 51 (“Others have expressed the view that the credit-scoring process itself and some of the factors within credit-scoring models may disadvantage minorities or other segments of the population protected by fair lending laws.”).
Few, however, have questioned the central rationale underlying creditors' consideration of financial histories: assuming that creditors' methodologies are reliable, valid, and nondiscriminatory, it is reasonable for a creditor to consider a consumer's borrowing history in deciding whether and under what terms to grant a consumer a future loan. The nexus between a creditor's economic role—lending money to consumer borrowers—and its primary evaluative tool—reviewing a consumer's record of debt repayment—has been perceived as intuitively logical and as robust. Commentators have thus generally questioned how—not whether—creditors should consider applicants' financial histories in deciding whether or not to extend credit.

Credit reports are designed to differentiate. They help creditors draw relevant distinctions between otherwise anonymous debtors whose relationship with current and former creditors is ambiguous or unknown. What is less clear, however, is to what extent a consumer's financial history is relevant in assessing a prospective employee's merits, a topic that I will explore in the following section.

B. Employers' and Licensing Organizations' Use of Financial History

Over the past several decades, the use of credit reports and financial histories has expanded beyond the financial domain, as financial histories have been adopted as predictive and evaluative tools in various non-credit settings. Insurance companies, for example, use consumer reports in deciding whether to issue or cancel policies, determining the terms of such policies, and pricing insurance. Government agencies use consumer reports to evaluate consumers' eligibility for public assistance benefits. Some professional licensing organizations,
like bar examiners, scrutinize applicants’ financial histories in assessing applicants’ fitness to join certain professions.\(^5\)

Significantly, all of these groups utilize financial histories not to assess a consumer’s likelihood of repaying particular debts,\(^5\) but to predict or assess some other quality or behavior. In other words, with non-credit uses of financial history, the intuitive link between the evaluative tool—review of a consumer’s relationships with current and former creditors—and these organizations’ assessment goals is more tenuous, or at least not immediately obvious. As a result, non-credit uses of financial history merit independent scrutiny.

The use of credit reports in the employment sector has become commonplace.\(^5\) An increasing percentage of employers consider applicants’ credit reports in filling part- and full-time positions, treating financial history as predictive of the personality traits that make an individual a good or bad employee. Employer surveys indicate that 60% of employers utilized credit reports in 2010,\(^6\) compared to 35% of employers in 2003,\(^6\) and 13% in 1996.\(^6\) Employers’ and licensing organizations’ use of financial histories may increase in leaner job markets, when employers and licensing organizations search for additional ways to differentiate efficiently between larger numbers of candidates.\(^6\)

\(^5\) Id. (discussing the permissible use of credit histories in the fields of law and medicine).

\(^5\) See infra notes 79–95 and accompanying text (discussing how some licensing organizations may evaluate prospective licensees’ financial histories to assess applicants’ standing, not to make substantive predictions about applicants’ personality traits).

\(^5\) Financial histories may be used at any stage of the employment process. For instance, they may be used to assess the merits of job applicants or new entrants to a particular profession or even to evaluate current employees for promotion or retention. See 15 U.S.C. § 1681b(b) (2006) (defining “consumer reports” to include those used for “employment purposes”); id. § 1681a(h) (defining “employment purposes” as the use of a consumer report to evaluate a consumer for employment, promotion, reassignment, or retention). This Article focuses primarily on the former use: scrutiny of the financial histories of those seeking to obtain a new job or enter a particular profession. See infra notes 60–99 and accompanying text.


\(^6\) Id.

\(^5\) See, e.g., Desmond, supra note 17, at 907–08 (explaining that the recent increase in employers’ use of credit reports might be a result of the recession and the high demand for jobs).
Significantly, although an increasing number of employers use credit report data, employers generally do not utilize credit scores. The three nationwide credit bureaus refuse to provide employers with access to credit scores. In reviewing an applicant's credit history and assessing his or her relative merits, employers instead scrutinize particular pieces of adverse information, including bankruptcy filings and collection actions. Although employers' interpretations of these raw data may be idiosyncratic, surveys reveal some commonalities among employers. Approximately two-thirds of employers report that they are likely to consider current outstanding judgments when determining whether to extend a job offer. Approximately half of employers report that they are influenced by debts in collection. One-quarter of employers consider bankruptcy. Less than one in five employers report that they consider high debt-to-income ratios, foreclosures, tax liens, education-related debt, and medical debt.

Employers and employer advocates downplay the importance of credit reports in the evaluation process. They contend that credit reports are used in a relatively small percentage of total credit evaluations. According to some sources, only about 13% to 19% of employers routinely perform credit checks on all job candidates.

---

64 See Leslie Callaway & Mark Kruhm, Servicemember Disclosure a Must on All Mortgages, A.B.A. BANKING J., Oct. 2010, at 64, 64 (reporting that Equifax, Experian, and TransUnion decline to provide credit scores to employers for hiring purposes).

65 Id. Credit bureaus do not share credit scores with employers, presumably because credit-scoring algorithms are designed specifically for lending and not for other purposes. One could make the same argument, however, about the raw data on credit reports. This Article questions the logic and ethics of the importation to the employment setting of all variations of a tool designed specifically for creditor use.

66 See infra notes 69–70 and accompanying text.


68 Id.

69 Id. Courts have interpreted the Bankruptcy Code’s antidiscrimination provisions, 11 U.S.C. §§ 525(a)–(b) (2006), to authorize private, but not public, employers to deny employment to a current or former bankruptcy filer. See infra notes 325–402 and accompanying text.

70 Minehan, supra note 67.

71 See, e.g., Hearings, Beyond Lending, supra note 42, at 43–44 (statement of Stuart K. Pratt) (testifying that credit reports are consulted in approximately 15% of all background checks).

72 EEOC, Oct. 20 Meeting Record, supra note 14 (statement of Christine V. Walters) (testifying that only 13% of organizations conduct credit checks on all job candidates).

73 Wu & De Armond, supra note 25, § 7.2.4.1.2 (stating that only 19% of employers checked credit reports of all applicants in 1996, but that 47% of employers checked credit reports of some applicants in 2009).
Those who defend employers' use of credit reports also point out that in most cases, credit reports are used only in the final stages of hiring and not to prescreen job applicants.\textsuperscript{74} Likewise, employers do not use credit reports in filling every position—only specific ones.\textsuperscript{75} According to the Society for Human Resource Management (SHRM), employers generally conduct credit checks only for certain positions involving financial or fiduciary responsibilities, senior executive positions, and positions where employees will have access to highly confidential employee information.\textsuperscript{76} As I discuss later, however, employers' use of financial histories to fill positions involving sensitive job responsibilities rests on strong, unsupported preconceptions about debtor behavior, including a belief that consumers with adverse financial backgrounds are more likely to commit theft.\textsuperscript{77} In addition, the use of financial histories to fill highly compensated and prestigious senior executive positions may have a negative impact on racial equality and social mobility.\textsuperscript{78}

Employers are not the only groups that consider applicants' financial histories. In addition, certain licensing organizations evaluate applicants' debt repayment histories in determining whether applicants have satisfied specific professional membership qualifications. For example, state bar examiners consider applicants' debt levels and relationships with current and former creditors as part of character and fitness evaluations.\textsuperscript{79} Many states request a copy of or reserve the right to pull a bar applicant's credit report.\textsuperscript{80} In questionnaires sent to applicants' references as part of background investigations, some bar exam-
In one very controversial case, *In re Application of Griffin*, the Ohio Supreme Court rejected a law school graduate's application to sit for the bar exam because the applicant had neglected his financial obligations. The applicant, who worked part-time at a public defender's office, owed $170,000 in student loan debt and $16,500 in credit card debt at the time of his law school graduation. The court concluded that the applicant had exhibited financial irresponsibility in choosing to remain in his part-time position in the hope that it would lead to a full-time position following the applicant's passage of the bar exam. The court indicated that, had the applicant instead sought a full-time position, he could have more easily paid down his debts and could have qualified for additional deferment of his student loan obligations.

Several months prior to the examining board's decision, the applicant had indicated that he intended to file for Chapter 13 bankruptcy, but, by the date of the hearing, he had not yet filed. The court suggested that, even if the applicant had filed for bankruptcy, the outcome of the case would not have been different. A bankruptcy filing, according to the court, would not have significantly improved the applicant's financial status because his student loan debt was nondischargeable.

*In re Griffin* may be an outlier. Many applicants who are denied admission to the bar for exercising financial irresponsibility exhibit additional complicating problems, including, for example, criminal misconduct. *In re Griffin* nonetheless reflects the dramatic ability of a licensing organization to scrutinize and second-guess not only an

---

81 See, e.g., Letter from Tara Henrikson, Ill. Bd. of Admissions to the Bar, to author (July 1, 2010) (on file with author).
82 943 N.E.2d 1008, 1010 (Ohio 2011) (per curiam).
83 Id. at 1009.
84 Id. at 1010.
85 Id.
86 Id. at 1009.
87 See id.
88 In re Griffin, 943 N.E.2d at 1009.
89 See, e.g., *In re Application of Hyland*, 663 A.2d 1309, 1316 (Md. 1995) (denying the state bar application of a candidate who had failed both to file federal income taxes and to honor his other financial obligations); see also *In re Application of Stern*, 943 A.2d 1247, 1257–59 (Md. 2008) (holding that a state bar applicant did not satisfy character and fitness requirements because the applicant had (1) demonstrated financial irresponsibility (but not criminal misconduct) by failing to disclose all adverse information on his bar application and (2) engaged in an inappropriate relationship with an underage female).
applicant's financial decisions, but also his or her life choices. As a result, an applicant who has incurred tens of thousands of dollars in debt and the opportunity cost of a law school education may potentially be deprived entry into his or her chosen profession. Such an applicant faces an economic catch-22: improvement in his or her financial standing is necessary to secure the license he or she needs to advance in the profession, but meaningful improvement in his or her financial status requires access to a job within his or her chosen field. While such policies may encourage debt repayment, they may discourage the necessary risk-taking that is often required to improve one's life standing.

In other professions—including medicine, dentistry, and teaching—some state licensing authorities consider whether or not applicants and existing licensees have defaulted on certain debts. These licensing organizations focus primarily, if not exclusively, on applicants' records of repayment of three categories of debts: (1) student loans, (2) taxes, and (3) familial support obligations, like alimony and child support. If an applicant has defaulted on one of these debts, some licensing authorities will refuse to grant the candidate entry into the profession until the applicant has promised to repay the loan.

In 2008, Congress passed a law, the Secure and Fair Enforcement for Mortgage Licensing Act ("SAFE Act"), which establishes heightened registration requirements for mortgage loan originators. The statute requires mortgage loan originators to "demonstrate[ ] financial responsibility, character, and general fitness such as to command the confidence of the community and to warrant a determination that the loan

---

90 See In re Griffin, 945 N.E.2d at 1010.
91 See infra notes 156–190 and accompanying text.
92 See infra notes 228–246 and accompanying text.
93 See, e.g., Hoke v. Retail Credit Corp., 521 F.2d 1079, 1084 (4th Cir. 1975) (holding that a physician's consumer report, which was issued to the state board of medical examiners after the physician applied for a license to practice medicine, was a "consumer report" subject to the requirements of the Fair Credit Reporting Act (FCRA)); Jay Greene, Debt Deadbeats Risk Losing Medical Licenses, Am. Med. News, Aug. 13, 2001, at 1–2, 4.
94 See infra notes 178–180 and accompanying text.
95 Telephone Interview with Dr. Eileen Lewalski, Prof'l Affairs Manager, Nat'l Ass'n of Bds. of Pharmacy (Feb. 29, 2012) (explaining that in Illinois and other states, a prospective licensee's failure to pay child support and/or student loans can impact licensure); Telephone Interview with Dr. Alex Siegel, Former President, Ass'n of State & Provincial Psychology Bds. (Feb. 29, 2012) (explaining that some licensing boards may consider child support repayment history; however, this rule is not universal).
originator will operate honestly, fairly, and efficiently. To fulfill these goals, all applicants must submit a credit report to a nationwide mortgage licensing and registration system. State authorities may consider these reports in assessing applicants' financial responsibility.

In subsequent sections, I explore whether employers’ and licensing organizations’ uses of financial histories are supported empirically or whether the practice reflects more uninformed, stereotypical judgments about consumer behavior. I also consider to what extent this practice may encourage debt repayment but have a deleterious impact on social mobility and racial equality.


What does a consumer’s financial history reveal? How are those with adverse financial histories different from the rest of the population, both as individuals and as employees? Employers and licensing organizations articulate two primary justifications for considering applicants’ financial histories: (1) they help employers gauge an applicant’s propensity to steal from customers or clients (which I will refer to as the “Fraud Hypothesis”), and (2) they reflect an applicant’s level of financial responsibility, which can help employers and others predict how responsible he or she will be as an employee or licensee (which I will refer to as the “Responsibility Hypothesis”).

As I discuss below, there is little to no evidence to support the Fraud Hypothesis. There is, however, some evidence to support the Responsibility Hypothesis. The challenge for lawmakers and academics is to fashion legal rules and antidiscrimination policies that sufficiently take into account empirical realities (including their known and unknown limitations) without neglecting important countervailing normative policies.

1. The Fraud Hypothesis

Employers most frequently consult applicants’ financial histories to attempt to identify those who are more likely to commit theft or fraud.

97 12 U.S.C. § 5104(b) (3).
98 Id. § 5104(a) (2) (A).
100 See infra notes 101–136 and accompanying text.
or to accept bribes.101 Some employers, for example, have expressed concern that an employee with financial problems is more likely to embezzle money.102 Additionally, some employers are apprehensive that an overextended employee might be tempted to commit identity theft by stealing customers’ and others’ personal and financial information.103 Employers frequently consult the financial histories of applicants who, in their jobs, would have access to cash or credit card information.104 Similarly, bar examiners have suggested that applicants with adverse financial histories are, as lawyers, more likely to steal from clients.105 The federal government, in granting security clearances, considers those with adverse financial backgrounds to pose a higher security risk because they are presumed to be more susceptible to blackmail and bribery.106 Consistent with these perceived risks, credit reporting agencies market credit reports to businesses as prudent, money-saving risk-mitigation tools.107 Because the Fraud Hypothesis is widely em-

---

101 EEOC, Oct. 20 Meeting Record, supra note 14 (statement of Michael Aamodt).
102 Drew DeSilver, Too Good a Look? Credit Histories Are Being Used for a Lot More Than Deciding Who Gets a Loan, CHI. TRIB., Sept. 27, 2000, at D1 (“Employers often justify checking credit histories by citing the need to protect themselves from pilfering or embezzlement.”).
103 See Hearings, Beyond Lending, supra note 42, at 44 (statement of Stuart K. Pratt) (explaining that a prohibition on employer use of credit reports would render employers, other employees, and customers more vulnerable to fraud and identity theft).
104 See Background Checking, supra note 60, at 5 (reporting that ninety-one percent of employers conduct credit background checks on employees charged with fiduciary and financial tasks, including the responsibility of handling cash).
105 Lori E. Shaw, What Does It Take to Satisfy Character and Fitness Requirements?, STUDENT LAW., Oct. 2008, at 12. One bar examiner has stated:

    I think the concern ultimately centers around the issue of protection of the public. Before admitting someone to the bar, I believe that the members of Character and Fitness Committees want to be sure that the financial pressures on a new lawyer will not be such that the lawyer will be tempted to take advantage of a client . . . .

Id. at 14.
107 See, e.g., Qualify Employees, SARMA, http://www.sarma.com/solutions/qualify-employees (last visited Oct. 26, 2012) (“Experts have suggested the cost of even one bad hiring decision can be as much as $100,000 taking into account the time spent recruiting, hiring, and training, as well as the amount of time the job is left incomplete or performed poorly by an unqualified applicant. In addition, the financial cost from theft, violence, etc., can be enormous, not to mention the risk of damaging employee morale and the entity's reputation.”).
braced, employment attorneys have encouraged employers who use consumer reports to include "sensitive responsibilities in job descriptions" to avert possible discrimination claims.108

As others have argued, though, the Fraud Hypothesis lacks meaningful empirical support.109 Employers and employer advocates have pointed to studies indicating that individuals who have committed financial crimes have experienced financial stress.110 These studies, however, do not establish a general correlation between financial stress and propensity to commit financial crimes because researchers lack a representative sample of job applicants.111 Thus, it is unclear what percentage of all employees experiencing financial stress refrain from committing theft or fraud. In addition, a 2011 study published in the Journal of Applied Psychology indicated that an employee’s credit score was unrelated to workplace deviance (e.g., theft).112

The Fraud Hypothesis poses a significant challenge, because it is widely entrenched in popular and legal culture. Because credit scores

These claims have gained traction during the recent recession because employers—eager to cut costs and avoid unnecessary losses—may have embraced credit reports as an indispensable screening tool. See Heather Huhman, When Employers Look into Your Credit History, U.S. NEWS & WORLD REP. (July 22, 2011), http://money.usnews.com/money/blogs/outside-voices-careers/2011/07/22/when-employers-look-into-your-credit-history ("Some employers believe people with large debts or credit problems could be more likely to steal or commit fraud, which organizations can’t afford, especially in today’s down economy."); Jim Sanders, Ban on Checking Credit of Job Applicants Clears Assembly, SACRAMENTO BEE (May 19, 2011, 4:49 PM), http://blogs.sacbee.com/capitolalertlatest/2011/05/ban-on-checking-credit-of-job.html (citing one state legislator as saying that credit reports can help employers reduce future litigation and loss, and "[i]n small business, every little bit counts").


See, e.g., U.S. Equal Emp’t Opportunity Comm’n, Meeting of May 16, 2007—On Employment Testing and Screening, [hereinafter EEOC, May 16 Hearing Record] (statement of Adam T. Klein), http://www.eeoc.gov/eeoc/meetings/archive/5-16-07/ ("To our knowledge, credit checks as a basis for employment decisions is a practice validated by no studies . . . .").

See, e.g., EEOC, Oct. 20 Meeting Record, supra note 14 (statement of Christine V. Walters).

See id.

Jeremy B. Bernerth et al., An Empirical Investigation of Dispositional Antecedents and Performance-Related Outcomes of Credit Scores, 97 J. APPLIED PSYCHOL. 469, 474 (2012). Because employers do not use credit scores, see supra note 64 and accompanying text, study results on credit scores may not be easily extrapolated to the employment setting. Nevertheless, there is good reason to believe that employers’ use of the raw data in credit reports has a disparate impact on minorities. For example, minority groups file for bankruptcy more often than do non-minorities. See TERESA A. SULLIVAN ET AL., THE FRAGILE MIDDLE CLASS: AMERICANS IN DEBT 234 fig.7.4 (2000) (showing a greater percentage of minority homeowners in bankruptcy compared to non-minority homeowners in 1997).
are strongly correlated with race, the Fraud Hypothesis may perpetuate an insidious stereotype that minorities are more likely to commit crimes. Even those states that have passed laws limiting employers’ use of credit reports permit employers to consult financial histories if the position involves (1) access to an expense account or corporate debit or credit cards, (2) the exercise of fiduciary responsibility (e.g., the power to issue payments, collect debts, transfer money, or enter into contracts), (3) access to third parties’ personal or financial information, (4) access to confidential information, including trade secrets, or (5) access to valuable assets, including, for example, library or museum collections or prescription drugs. These categories can be interpreted broadly to encompass a large percentage of jobs. Thus, existing financial history antidiscrimination laws embrace—rather than reject—the Fraud Hypothesis.

2. The Responsibility Hypothesis

Many employers have long believed that an applicant’s financial history contains clues that can help employers determine whether an applicant possesses key traits related to responsibility and job productivity. These employers might attribute excessive indebtedness and default to poor financial planning, an inability to control one’s impulses, or apathy toward fulfilling one’s financial obligations or promises. Some employers have concluded that financial weakness may make an appli-
cant a less reliable employee (i.e., one who shows up to work less frequently or fails to fulfill job obligations). As one executive articulated, "[i]f you cannot organize your finances, how are you going to responsibly organize yourself for a company?"

This view—which I describe as the "Responsibility Hypothesis"—presupposes that

individuals who have a habit of not following through on previous promises (as represented by unpaid balances or late payments) or not having the foresight to plan ahead (as represented by recent financial activity that requires borrowing of money) would be reasonably expected to continue such behavior in the future, including in the workplace.

Until quite recently, employers relied primarily on anecdotal evidence to support this claim. In the aftermath of the recent recession, however, which has been marked by protracted high unemployment, employers' use of financial histories has come under increasing scrutiny. This has triggered calls for additional empirical analyses of the validity of the practice.

Employers have long relied on personality tests and other assessment tools to help deduce whether or not an applicant possesses certain traits that will help a firm or organization reach its stated goals. The question presently posed to social scientists is whether financial histories, like personality tests, validly and consistently predict the likelihood that applicants will exhibit important work-related qualities and behaviors, like conscientiousness, agreeableness, and discipline.

Few studies directly address this question. A 2011 study published in the Journal of Applied Psychology attempted to measure the correlation between credit scores and specific personality traits relevant to job performance. Using supervisor assessments, credit (FICO) scores, and

---

117 See EEOC, Oct. 20 Meeting Record, supra note 14 (statement of Richard Tonowski).
118 Diane E. Lewis, Qualification: Must Have a Good Credit History, Bos. GLOBE, Sept. 5, 2006, at E1.
119 Bernerth et al., supra note 112, at 470.
120 Id. at 469.
121 See, e.g., Brown, supra note 17, at 2–3; Concepción, supra note 17, at 524; Desmond, supra note 17, at 907.
122 See, e.g., Bernerth et al., supra note 112, at 470 ("Despite the claims of practitioners and credit reporting agencies, there exists virtually no empirical evidence to confirm or refute the proposed antecedents and outcomes of credit scores.").
124 Bernerth et al., supra note 112, at 470.
personality data collected from employees, researchers concluded that conscientiousness, task performance, and citizenship behaviors were positively correlated with credit scores. These findings might lend limited support to the idea that credit scores and responsibility are linked.

This study has noteworthy limitations, though. For example, the researchers in this study observed a correlation between certain personality traits and credit scores. Employers, however, do not use credit scores in the assessment process. They have access only to specific lists of financial events, like defaults, collection actions, and bankruptcy filings. As a result, employers might process these raw data very differently (and far less consistently) than do consumer reporting agencies’ algorithms. Thus, the tentative conclusions of this study are not necessarily applicable to real-world uses of credit reports by employers and licensing organizations.

Likewise, this study’s sample may have been insufficiently representative because it measured only the personality traits of individuals who were currently employed. The study (presumably for feasibility reasons) did not measure the conscientiousness levels of individuals who were currently seeking a job or who were otherwise unemployed. As a result, the study might have overstated the connection between credit score and conscientiousness, since presently employed individuals may inherently be more likely to be evaluated positively by their supervisors.

Various commentators have responded to similar studies by arguing that employees should be judged primarily, if not exclusively, by their ability to perform a given job, and not by any other metrics. One consumer advocate who testified before the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) posed the following dichotomy: “Fundamentally, employees who exhibit ‘organizational citizenship behavior’ might, for example, give advance notice when they are unable to work and assist other employees who have heavy workloads.”

---

125 Id. at 472–73. Employees who exhibit “organizational citizenship behavior” might, for example, give advance notice when they are unable to work and assist other employees who have heavy workloads. Id.

126 Id.

127 See supra notes 64 and accompanying text.

128 See supra notes 64–70 and accompanying text.

129 In this way, employers’ use of the raw data in credit reports resembles judgmental underwriting, a subjective and inconsistent assessment method that creditors utilized before credit scores were introduced. See Fed. Reserve Bd., Credit Scoring, supra note 45, at 04.

130 For example, employers appear to focus primarily—if not exclusively—on specific adverse information (e.g., bankruptcy filings or collection actions). Unlike creditors, employers may not necessarily consider the length of a consumers’ credit history or the lack of a credit history. See Background Checking, supra note 60, at 7.

131 See Bernerth et al., supra note 112, at 472.
mentally, the issue at stake is whether workers are fairly judged based on their ability to perform a job or whether they're discriminated against because of their credit history."\textsuperscript{132} The difficult and unexplored question that lawmakers and social scientists must address is whether financial histories are, in fact, valid measures of crucial qualities—like conscientiousness—that are manifested in both credit reports and in the workplace. In other words, can credit histories—used by approximately sixty percent of employers\textsuperscript{133} and an increasing number of licensing organizations—reflect personality traits that are \textit{part and parcel} of that set of skills and qualities that prospective employees market to employers? If so, how should the law (particularly antidiscrimination law) respond?

Likewise, even if key traits like conscientiousness are manifested in financial histories, and even if these traits have some predictive validity in the employment setting, it is crucial to assess to what extent these qualities are within an individual's control. Questions about the extent to which an adverse financial history should be considered in assessing a prospective employee's merits implicates a central and often intractable question in many antidiscrimination debates: whether or not the quality that makes a group different is immutable (i.e., outside of the group's control) or mutable (i.e., capable of being avoided, or at least minimized, through different life choices). The law affords greater protection against discrimination to those who cannot strip themselves of those characteristics that make them unique.\textsuperscript{134} Some might interpret financial misfortune as more analogous to traditional Title VII categories like race and sex. Those at the opposite end of the spectrum, in contrast, would perceive many—if not most—consumers who have experienced financial misfortune as more comparable to other groups who have struggled to convince policymakers and the public that those essential qualities that make them different cannot be controlled—or can be controlled only with great difficulty.\textsuperscript{135} Later in the Article, I

\begin{footnotes}
\item[132] EEOC, Oct. 20 Meeting Record, supra note 14 (statement of Chi Chi Wu) (emphasis added).
\item[133] See supra note 60 and accompanying text.
\item[135] See, e.g., White v. Kentuckiana Livestock Mkt., Inc., 397 F.3d 420, 426 (6th Cir. 2005) (holding that an individual who has filed for bankruptcy is different from one who seeks protection under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 because of her race or sex or, under the Age Discrimination Act, because of her age).
\end{footnotes}
consider to what extent behavioral economists' findings suggest that consumer choices are predictably and systematically irrational, and thus more analogous to traditional immutable characteristics.\textsuperscript{136}

3. Additional Rationales

Employers and licensing organizations consult applicants' financial histories for a variety of secondary reasons, in addition to fraud and irresponsibility risk-detection.\textsuperscript{137} To assess the potential direct discriminatory impact of these additional practices, one may consider to what extent employers or licensing organizations are using applicants' financial histories to make substantive predictions about applicants' propensity to exhibit deviant behavior or job irresponsibility. In other words, it is helpful to consider to what extent these rationales rely on the Fraud or Responsibility Hypotheses.

Some of employers' additional uses of financial history are less dependent on the Fraud and Responsibility Hypotheses and, for this reason, may pose less significant normative complications. Others, however, are closely intertwined with these rationales and reflect the extent to which the Fraud and Responsibility Hypotheses have, even in the absence of conclusive empirical evidence, become entrenched in societal views and narratives about consumer behavior.

a. Credit Reports as an Information-Verification Tool

Some employers use credit reports for a seemingly innocuous administrative purpose: to help verify applicants' identities or other information listed on job candidates' application forms or resumes.\textsuperscript{138} Employers have, for example, used credit reports to confirm applicants' Social Security numbers, current and former residences, and employment history.\textsuperscript{139}

Employers' use of credit reports as an information-verification method is arguably less problematic from a discrimination standpoint, since this use is not substantially premised on either the Fraud or Responsibility Hypothesis. It is possible that employers who identify discrepancies between applicants' credit reports and applications or resumes may make negative inferences about candidates' honesty or trustworthiness. Employers using credit reports primarily or exclusively

\textsuperscript{136} See infra notes 247–279 and accompanying text.
\textsuperscript{137} See infra notes 138–153 and accompanying text.
\textsuperscript{138} EEOC, Oct. 20 Meeting Record, supra note 14 (statement of Richard Tonowski).
\textsuperscript{139} Id.
as an information-verification tool, however, are not necessarily also using an applicant’s financial history to make substantive judgments and predictions about whether applicants possess certain favorable or unfavorable personality traits. As a result, this use of financial history, in and of itself, does not implicate the antidiscrimination issues addressed in this Article.

Nonetheless, using credit reports as a routine information-verification tool is ill-advised. Consumer reports are replete with errors.\textsuperscript{140} Inaccuracies are common because consumer reporting agencies are compensated by users of reports, like creditors and employers, and not by consumers themselves.\textsuperscript{141} As a result, apart from concerns about litigation or regulatory enforcement, consumer reporting agencies do not have a significant direct financial incentive to limit inaccuracies. Because consumer reporting agencies often erroneously report both a consumer’s biographical information and her payment history, employers should instead use other methods, like background screening, to verify basic information supplied by applicants.\textsuperscript{142}

Although employers’ use of credit reports as an information-verification method does not directly and substantially implicate either the Fraud or Responsibility Hypothesis, employers’ administrative use of credit reports may nonetheless raise ancillary discrimination concerns. Employers’ use of biographical information contained in credit reports increases the likelihood that employers, if only out of perceived convenience or a desire to maximize the value of their expenditures on reports, will also consult applicants’ payment histories to make inferences about applicants’ personality traits. Thus, employers’ use of consumer reports as an information-verification mechanism may, by facilitating the predictive use of reports, legitimize and entrench consumer reports as a useful substantive assessment tool in the employment set-

\textsuperscript{140} See Alison Cassady & Edmund Mierzwinski, U.S. Pub. Interest Res. Grp., Mistakes Do Happen: A Look at Errors in Consumer Credit Reports, (2004), http://cdn.publicinterestnetwork.org/assets/BEevuv19a3KzsATRbZMZIbw/MistakesDoHappen2004.pdf (concluding in a study of 154 consumers in thirty states that 79% of credit reports contained one or more errors, and that 25% of the reports contained an error serious enough to cause a denial of credit).

\textsuperscript{141} See Marcy E. Peek, Beyond Contract: Utilizing Restitution to Reach Shadow Offenders and Safeguard Information Privacy, in Securing Privacy in the Internet Age 137, 139 (Anupam Chander et al. eds., 2008) (describing third-party data brokers, like consumer reporting agencies, as “shadow offenders,” because they lack privy of contract with consumers and therefore often escape liability for mishandling consumers’ data).

\textsuperscript{142} See EEOC, Oct. 20 Meeting Record, supra note 14 (statement of Richard Tonowski) ("[Basic biographical information] might be obtained from background screening providers without the applicant’s financial details.").
ting. For this reason, even the seemingly benign administrative use of credit reports is relevant to an antidiscrimination analysis.

b. Debtor-Creditor Relationship Between Employer and Applicant

In addition, some employers may refuse to hire an applicant who has defaulted on one or more debts owed to the employer or to a related corporate entity. It is possible that these decisions rest heavily on the Fraud or Responsibility Hypothesis, since the employer, upon consultation of an applicant's financial background, may have made certain adverse predictions about the applicant's likelihood of committing fraud or theft or about his or her ability to serve as a responsible employee. Additionally or alternatively, such decisions may be perceived as an attempt to punish debt default, a justification I examine later in this Article.

c. Negligent Hiring

Some employers and credit reporting agencies argue that, without a thorough review of a candidate's financial background, an employer might be exposing itself to claims of negligent hiring. If an employee ultimately commits fraud or theft, the victim might sue the employer, claiming that the employer was negligent in failing to conduct a more thorough review of the applicant's criminal or financial history. A more comprehensive background check, a plaintiff might argue, might have reflected noteworthy "red flags" that could have suggested that closer supervision of the employee was necessary.

As I discuss later, however, there are few to no cases in which employers have been successfully sued for failure to scrutinize an employee's financial background, suggesting that an antidiscrimination rule is crucial not only to protect debtors from adverse actions that rest

---

143 Such a situation may arise when an employee of a large institution, like a hospital or a university, incurs a debt at that institution (i.e., as a patient or a student, respectively). See, e.g., Leonard v. St. Rose Dominican Hosp. (In re Majewski), 310 F.3d 653, 654 (9th Cir. 2002) (ruling on an antidiscrimination claim of a hospital employee, who was fired after he defaulted on debts owed to the hospital and after the hospital learned that the employee intended to file for bankruptcy).

144 See infra notes 156–190 and accompanying text.

145 Background Checking, supra note 60, at 10 (reporting that twenty-seven percent of employers indicated that their primary reason for conducting credit background checks is to reduce liability for negligent hiring).

146 See Hansen v. Bd. of Trs. of Hamilton Se. Sch. Corp., 551 F.3d 599, 609–10 (10th Cir. 2008) (discussing the torts of negligent hiring, retention, or supervision); RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS § 317 (1965) (discussing the negligent hiring theory).
on incorrect assumptions about debtor behavior, but also to protect employers from the perceived necessity of reviewing information that, in spite of its tenuous connection to an employee’s merits, is commonly perceived as indispensable to a thorough risk-mitigation review.\textsuperscript{147}

d. \textit{Licensing Organizations Qua Creditors}

Some licensing organizations that consult the credit histories of licensing applicants are not necessarily using them to assess the candidate’s capacity to be responsible or his or her propensity to commit theft. Rather, some licensing organizations’ evaluative role is more analogous to that of (1) a creditor assessing a prospective borrower’s financial standing, or of (2) state or federal regulators seeking to ensure that the banks they charter can meet safety and soundness requirements.\textsuperscript{148}

For example, some states require prospective contractors, as a condition to the award of a contractor’s license, to submit personal credit reports to licensing bodies.\textsuperscript{149} The objective of this financial assessment is to ensure that the contractor will be able to secure necessary contract bonds, obtain necessary financing for construction or installation projects, and pay all subcontractors.\textsuperscript{150} In addition, some medical board examiners may consult applicants’ credit reports to ensure that applicants will be able to secure liability insurance.\textsuperscript{151}

Licensing organizations have a broader mandate than do employers. They can regulate certain professions to ensure the public’s health,

\textsuperscript{147} See infra notes 411–413 and accompanying text.

\textsuperscript{148} For example, the Office of the Comptroller of Currency must certify that it has considered the following factors in deciding whether to approve an application for a national bank charter: (1) the financial history and condition of the bank, (2) the adequacy of its capital structure, (3) the bank’s future earnings prospects, (4) the general character and fitness of its management, (5) the risk presented by the bank, (6) the convenience and needs of the community to be served by the bank, and (7) whether or not the bank has complied with all provisions of the National Bank Act and whether or not its corporate powers are consistent with the purposes of the Federal Deposit Insurance Act. 12 U.S.C. § 1816 (2006).

\textsuperscript{149} See, e.g., FLA. STAT. ANN. § 489.115(5)(b) (West Supp. 2012) (requiring an applicant for a contracting certificate to submit a credit report “that reflects the financial responsibility of the applicant and evidence of financial responsibility, credit, and business reputation of either himself or herself or the business organization he or she desires to qualify”).

\textsuperscript{150} See id. (“The board shall adopt rules defining financial responsibility based upon the applicant’s credit history, ability to be bonded, and any history of bankruptcy or assignment of receivers.”).

\textsuperscript{151} See COLO. REV. STAT. § 13-64-301 (2011) (requiring, as a condition of licensure, that every physician or dentist establish financial responsibility, which requires maintaining commercial professional liability insurance coverage).
safety, and welfare. As a result, it may be reasonable for licensing bodies to scrutinize applicants' financial histories—not to make predictions about an applicant's conscientiousness or likelihood of committing fraud or theft, but to ensure that the prospective licensee will satisfy the financial prerequisites necessary for him or her to succeed in the venture. In such cases, because the licensing organization is not primarily using an applicant's financial history to make substantive assessments about the applicant's non-credit behaviors, this use of financial histories may not necessarily directly implicate the antidiscrimination questions considered in this Article.

II. JUSTIFICATIONS FOR AND AGAINST EXPANSION OF A FINANCIAL HISTORY ANTIDISCRIMINATION NORM

Social science has played a significant role in helping shape legal policy, and it will continue to play a meaningful role in determining the proper scope of employers' and licensing organizations' right to consult applicants' financial histories. The task of antidiscrimination law, however, is to balance empirical realities—including their known and unknown limitations—with various other factors, including the role employment practices have on systematically disadvantaged populations. In this Part, I consider to what extent an expanded financial history antidiscrimination norm affects other social goals, including the promotion of debt repayment, racial equality, and social mobility. I also consider to what extent the findings of behavioral economists suggest that the underlying traits reflected in financial histories may be more immutable than neoclassical theorists have been willing to concede, thereby rendering individuals with adverse financial histories more deserving of antidiscrimination protection.

A. Discrimination as Deterrence: Promoting Debt Repayment

As Professor Anna Kirkland has explained, the distinctions that employers make between employees are often justified by reference to
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152 See, e.g., Fla. Stat. Ann. § 489.101 (West 2006) ("The Legislature deems it necessary in the interest of the public health, safety, and welfare to regulate the construction industry.").

153 There may exist, however, a false dichotomy between business and consumer financial ventures. For example, many individuals file for bankruptcy after their small businesses fail. See Elizabeth Warren & Jay Lawrence Westbrook, Financial Characteristics of Businesses in Bankruptcy, 73 Am. Bankr. L.J. 499, 535 (1999).

154 See infra notes 156-246 and accompanying text.

155 See infra notes 247-279 and accompanying text.
a goal of deterrence. Employers may differentiate among applicants to promote certain traits and behaviors perceived as beneficial to the organization and to the surrounding community. Many employers and licensing organizations that scrutinize applicants' financial histories may choose not to hire applicants who have filed for bankruptcy or who have defaulted on a certain type of financial obligation, because this is conduct that they or others may view as harmful or reprehensible. Employers' and licensing organizations' use of financial histories thus functions as an extralegal deterrent to debt default—a sanction that can serve to supplement and enhance existing legal penalties.

One may point to several examples of how employers' and licensing organizations' use of financial histories directly encourages and enforces debt repayment. In the legal profession, for example, state bar examiners conduct "character and fitness" assessments of law school graduates to determine whether applicants are sufficiently ethical to serve the public as attorneys. As part of this inquiry, some bar examiners evaluate applicants' credit reports, income tax returns, past-due debts, and litigation histories. A candidate's failure to demonstrate a sufficient level of financial responsibility may bar her from joining the legal profession. In preparation for the character and fitness review,
law students have thus been encouraged to live frugally, to set up payment plans with creditors, and generally to "rehabilitate" their financial images as early as possible.  

Employers' debt-enforcement function is also manifested in those facts and circumstances that employers view as mitigating factors in assessing various flaws in applicants' financial histories. For example, in scrutinizing candidates' financial backgrounds, some employers claim to give some applicants an opportunity to explain or justify bankruptcy filings or collection actions that appear on applicants' reports.  

If an applicant who has been the subject of one or more collection actions reports that he or she has instituted repayment plans with these creditors, the applicant's defaults are more likely to be pardoned. These repayment attempts are more likely to be interpreted as acts of conciliation. If the applicant has attempted to redeem him or herself, some employers claim that the applicant's default is more likely to be forgiven.

The Fair Credit Reporting Act (FCRA), the federal statute that governs employers' use of credit reports, institutionalizes employers' debt-enforcement function by allowing employers—like creditors—to scrutinize applicants' financial histories. Employers, like creditors, are described as "permissible users" of consumer reports. Significantly, the statute requires employers to share with applicants disclosure notices that serve as "teachable moments" for consumers. Under the FCRA, an employer who intends to deny employment to an applicant based in whole or in part on information in a credit report must first disclose that fact to the applicant in a pre-adverse action notice that includes a copy of the credit report. The goal of the adverse action requirement is to provide job candidates with an opportunity to correct any consequential errors in the report, but it also has a strong

163 Shaw, supra note 105, at 14.
164 Bill Roberts, Close-Up on Screening: Use of Criminal Records and Credit Histories in Hiring Decisions Is Coming Squarely Under the Legislative and Policy-Making Microscope, HR MAG., Feb. 2011, at 23, 26 ("Most [employers] discuss unfavorable reports with candidates to check accuracy and understand the context . . . .").
165 See U.S. Equal Emp't Opportunity Comm'n, Meeting of Oct. 20, 2010—Employer Use of Credit History as a Screening Tool, Transcript of Meeting at 32 [hereinafter EEOC, Oct. 20 Meeting Tr.] (Devata), http://www.eeoc.gov/eeoc/meetings/10-20-10/transcript.cfm (last visited Oct. 9, 2012) ("If applicants are attempting to repay debt, that's a positive.").
167 15 U.S.C. § 1681a(d) (1)(c) (incorporating § 1681b(a) (3)(B)).
168 See Wu & De Armond, supra note 25, § 8.5.1.1 (explaining that "teachable moments" are those that might prompt consumers to improve their credit history).
The statute, in effect, mandates that employers directly associate in an applicant's mind a potential job rejection and his or her financial transgression.

Supporters of employers' use of financial histories might contend that the practice serves a salutary economic function. Frequently, the costs of default are borne by society as a whole, externalized in the form of increased interest rates, a decreased availability of credit, and higher prices for consumer products and services. Because default is an infringement against the community, it is arguably economically and socially beneficial for employers to help enforce debts indirectly by serving, in effect, as creditors' proxies. In the distribution of a critical resource like a job, one might argue that employers thus have every right to reward those who live within their means. Job applicants have an incentive to comply with such a nonlegal sanction, since doing so enhances their attractiveness to employers.

One might argue that employers can exercise their debt-enforcement functions in a nuanced way, thereby mitigating the potentially harsh consequences of a strict application of the rule. Presumably, employers can be logical, reasoned, and empathetic in their consideration of applicants' financial backgrounds. Employers can also scrutinize financial histories in a way that advances specific normative goals. In assessing a particular debt default, some employers and licensing organizations consider specific factors, including (1) the apparent mutability or immutability of the consumer's predicament, (2) the degree of leverage a creditor can assert in debt collection, and (3) other social values.

In assessing the immutability of the consumer's default, debt load, or bankruptcy filing, a creditor may consider to what extent the consumer was capable of avoiding the status or situation that triggered her adverse financial situation. Some employers, for example, claim to dis-
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170 See Wu & De Armond, supra note 25, § 8.5.1.1 ("If any of the information about the consumer is inaccurate or misleading, the consumer may try to reverse the adverse action by correcting or explaining the third party information.").

171 See Block-Lieb & Janger, supra note 36, at 1484 (explaining that rational choice economists argue that lenders in competitive credit markets cannot pass on the costs of default and bankruptcy to high-risk borrowers, a problem that triggers either credit rationing or an increase in the cost of credit).

172 Alex Geisinger, Are Norms Efficient? Pluralistic Ignorance, Heuristics, and the Use of Norms as Private Regulation, 57 Ala. L. Rev. 1, 19 (2005) ("The general model of rational norm formation describes individuals as being attracted to one another because they associate positive outcomes with those with whom they cooperate.").

173 See infra notes 174-180 and accompanying text.
regard any defaults on medical debt. These breaches may be considered less objectionable, since consumers cannot necessarily easily avoid the health problems that trigger their need to borrow money to pay for medical expenses. Employers may also take a more forgiving view of financial problems triggered by divorces, separations, and job layoffs—circumstances that employers are less likely to associate with irresponsibility and profligacy.

An employer may likewise consider a creditor's leverage over a particular debtor. If a creditor is perceived to be more powerless in collecting a particular debt, an employer (or, more likely, bar examiner or other member of a professional licensing organization) may be more sympathetic toward the creditor and thus more inclined to enforce the obligation indirectly by scrutinizing an applicant’s financial history. For example, a debtor’s default on a student loan may be considered particularly problematic because student loans are very large unsecured debt obligations. A student does not pledge any collateral to secure her repayment of a loan used to pay for tuition. One may argue that, without a strong debt repayment norm, defaults would increase.

Finally, an employer or licensing organization might consider other social values that affect the relative status of a particular debt. For example, many professional licensing organizations appear to regard certain debts—like income taxes and familial support obligations—as sacrosanct. This perspective reflects the favored or privi-
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175 EEOC, Oct. 20 Meeting Tr., supra note 165, at 32 (Devata).


177 These normative judgments about the relative merits of particular debts may loosely parallel those reflected in the rules by which the Bankruptcy Code distributes limited assets to a debtor's creditors. See 11 U.S.C. § 507(a) (1)–(10) (listing the relative priorities of specific creditor claims).


179 Child Support Enforcement Mandate, MD. BOARD PHYSICIANS, http://www.mbp.state.md.us/pages/child_support.htm (last visited Oct. 3, 2012) (explaining that the Maryland Board of Physicians is required to suspend the license of any licensee or to deny a license to any applicant who has defaulted on child support obligations).
leged status of particular creditors. Familial support claimants are provided with more protection because of the "social primacy of family welfare" and because these claimants are "unable effectively to pass on the loss."  

Tax obligations enjoy a privileged status because state and local governments have significant leverage in debt collection.

It is critical, however, to assess whether—and to what extent—employers' and others' use of financial histories actually promotes debt repayment.

That is not an easy question to answer. Some may argue that employers' use of financial histories, in penalizing applicants who have defaulted on their debts, encourages debtors to work harder to reconcile with their creditors. For example, it is possible that Congress's inclusion of an antidiscrimination provision in the Bankruptcy Code contributed to the relaxation of the "stigma" consumers attach to bankruptcy filings. The relaxation of the bankruptcy stigma, some argued, in turn resulted in a dramatic increase in the number of bankruptcy filings between the 1970s and early 2000s. Thus, many might contend that the ability of employers to discriminate against debtors enhances debt repayment by discouraging debt default.

It is possible, however, that the practice may have the opposite effect. A debtor who faces too great of a burden to repay his or her creditors may have an incentive to work less and to consume more leisure—an item that a creditor cannot attach, and that an employer cannot pressure the employee to repay.

Employers' and licensing organizations' consideration of financial histories may thus create incentives for
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181 See Geisinger, supra note 172, at 26 (arguing that "optimism regarding norm efficiency is greatly exaggerated").
183 Todd J. Zywicki, Institutions, Incentives, and Consumer Bankruptcy Reform, 62 WASH. & LEE L. REV. 1071, 1108 (2005) (explaining that several changes made in the 1978 Bankruptcy Code, including the adoption of § 525 (the antidiscrimination provision), may have triggered “a change in social norms regarding bankruptcy”). Significantly, however, the Bankruptcy Code’s antidiscrimination provision is extremely weak, belying the notion that it contributed to a relaxation of the bankruptcy stigma. See infra notes 325–380 and accompanying text.
184 See Thomas H. Jackson, The Fresh-Start Policy in Bankruptcy Law, 98 HARV. L. REV. 1393, 1420 (1985) (explaining that forcing individuals to pay debts out of future income can have perverse effects by encouraging individuals to pursue leisure instead of productive activity).
Commentators have made similar arguments in analyzing coercive creditor remedies (like garnishment) and the bankruptcy discharge. Because excessive garnishment and strict restrictions on access to bankruptcy may decrease debtors' productivity, at least one commentator has argued that restricting garnishment and preserving debtors' access to a nonwaivable bankruptcy discharge may have a salutary economic effect. Similarly, reducing employers' ability to enforce debts strictly through an antidiscrimination rule may actually increase economic productivity.

The most compelling argument against the debt-enforcement rationale is that it conflicts with the "functional individualist" framework that dominates employment law. Pursuant to this normative framework, employees should be judged by their ability to perform their jobs, and not by any other metrics. Employers' implicit focus on debt enforcement seemingly expands and redefines the requirements of a given position, requiring prospective employees to shape their behavior in a way that, in most cases, appears to do little to enhance or improve their job skills. A good credit history is arguably unrelated to one's abil-
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185 Cf. id. at 1418–24 (describing the externalities that would result from imposing limitations on the right to discharge personal debts in bankruptcy).
186 Id. at 1424.
187 The argument that discrimination against debtors by employers may reduce economic productivity does not by itself, however, justify a complete prohibition on employer discrimination. Rather, it suggests that limitations on indirect debt enforcement by employers (through discrimination) may be necessary to reduce the risk that externalities will result. In the context of creditor remedies,

\[
\text{[o]ne might argue ... that coercive remedies will exacerbate the externality problem if the effect of enforcing the remedy (such as wage garnishment) is to cause debtors to quit their jobs. This might occur if the difference between the level of public welfare benefits and the allowable exemption from garnishment were so small that it was not worth it for debtors to work for the difference. This point, however, does not argue for prohibiting wage assignments altogether. Rather, it implies that wage exemptions must be set sufficiently above the relevant welfare entitlements so that a significant incentive to work remains.}
\]


188 See Kirkland, supra note 15, at 7.
189 Id.
ity to wait on customers, to drive a taxi, or to practice law. A rationale concerned with debt enforcement seems tangential to the discrete goal of producing stronger, more qualified applicants. Placing pressure on job applicants to present a healthy financial image requires them to reallocate a portion of their time and resources to ends that do not produce a more efficient, more educated, or more skilled employee. In this way, allowing employers and licensing organizations to consider financial histories may ultimately impede—not enhance—the normative goal of promoting debt repayment.

B. Curtailing Racial Inequality

Financial viability and independence require access to credit as well as affordable loan terms. Throughout much of U.S. history, however, many racial and ethnic minorities have been denied one or both of these critical components of a healthy, stable financial life. Depending upon market forces, social pressures, and applicable laws, lending practices have often operated, for reasons frequently unrelated to creditworthiness, either to deny credit to minorities, or to grant credit to minorities on more unfavorable terms.

In light of the importance of access to credit to basic functioning in society, the law prohibits creditors from discriminating against racial and ethnic minorities and other protected groups. Based on evidence that various groups—particularly women—had long faced difficulty accessing credit, in 1974 Congress passed the Equal Credit Opportunity Act (ECOA). The ECOA prohibits creditors from discriminating against applicants on the basis of sex, marital status, race, color, religion, na-
tional origin, age, receipt of public assistance income, or the good-faith exercise of any right under other consumer credit protection laws.\textsuperscript{195} The ECOA's success rate has been mixed, primarily because of the challenges plaintiffs face in proving discrimination.\textsuperscript{196} Nonetheless, in passing the ECOA, Congress has recognized both (1) how indispensable access to credit is in modern America, and (2) how creditors' consideration of impermissible criteria can serve to financially disenfranchise a large segment of the American population.

Access to a job is even more important to one's financial welfare than is access to mortgages and other loans, since a steady income is required to fulfill one's basic needs and is a prerequisite to access to credit. Because of a strong correlation between race and credit score,\textsuperscript{197} employers' use of financial histories in the employment setting has thus triggered a problem similar to the one addressed by Congress in the ECOA. Although creditors under the ECOA are barred from discriminating against individuals because of race and other factors, employers and licensing organizations—who control access to jobs—are generally authorized to consider credit reports—directly correlated with race—in the licensing and employment process.\textsuperscript{198}

Various studies on credit scores have revealed stark disparities between minorities and non-minorities. A 2000 study by Freddie Mac, for example, revealed a strong correlation between race and credit score.\textsuperscript{199} A 2007 study by the Federal Reserve Board found that blacks and Hispanics have lower credit scores than do non-Hispanic whites and Asians.\textsuperscript{200} Likewise, a 2006 Brookings Institute study showed that the higher the concentration of racial or ethnic minorities in a county, the more likely the county's average credit score will be low.\textsuperscript{201} The

\textsuperscript{196} PRIDGEN & ALDERMAN, supra note 52, §§ 3.1, 3.7.
\textsuperscript{197} See infra notes 199–206 and accompanying text.
\textsuperscript{198} Applicants, however, may sue under the ECOA if facially neutral creditor practices had a disparate impact on one or more protected groups. See Cherry v. Amoco Oil Co., 490 F. Supp. 1026, 1030 (N.D. Ga. 1980) (holding that ECOA plaintiffs may seek relief under the “effects test”). Although employers do not use credit scores, there is good reason to believe that employers' use of the raw data in credit reports has a disparate impact on minorities. See supra note 112.
\textsuperscript{199} See EEOC, May 16 Hearing Record, supra note 109 (statement of Adam T. Klein) (citing the 2000 Freddie Mac National Consumer Credit Survey).
\textsuperscript{201} FELLOWES, supra note 1, at 9.
Brookings Institute study does not suggest that racial differences between counties cause these differences in scores, nor does it not control for important variables—including income—that may contribute to the association between race and credit score. Rather, this correlation more broadly reflects the many historical disparities between whites and minorities in access to high-quality education, well-paying jobs, and affordable loans. Disparities in income and education may also affect consumers’ ability to understand and compare loan terms. Additionally, the large gap in scores may be attributable to credit bureaus’ historic failure to incorporate in their credit scoring algorithms nontraditional sources of credit history information—including payday loan histories, utility payments, and rental payments. Although the Brookings Institute study did not control for income, other studies that have done so have identified race as the single most robust predictor of credit scores.

The racial impact of employers’ use of financial histories may be partially ameliorated by Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. Under Title VII, employers’ use of credit history—a seemingly neutral practice—is prohibited if the practice has a disparate impact on a protected group. As the Supreme Court explained in 1971 in *Griggs v. Duke Power Co.*, seemingly neutral practices are discriminatory “if they operate to ‘freeze’ the status quo of prior discriminatory employment practices.”

The EEOC has long recognized that employers’ use of credit reports can have a disparate impact on minority applicants. Beginning in the 1970s, the EEOC issued several decisions finding that employers violated Title VII by using credit reports as tools in the employee-screening process. In a 1971 case, a bank chose not to hire an African American.
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200 See id. at 9–10, 18 n.31.
201 Id. at 10.
202 Id.
205 Title VII describes as “an unlawful employment practice” an employer’s (1) failure or refusal to hire, or (2) discharge of any individual with respect to compensation, terms, conditions, or privileges of employment, because of such individual’s race, color, religion, sex, or national origin. 42 U.S.C. § 2000e-2(a) (1) (2006).
207 Concepción, *supra* note 17, at 533.
American male as a computer operator “in part because of a relatively poor credit record.” More recently, the EEOC filed a lawsuit against Kaplan Higher Education Corporation, claiming that the company’s use of credit histories in the hiring process had a disparate impact on African Americans.

Under Title VII, proof of a disparate impact on a protected group is insufficient to enjoin the challenged practice or procedure. An employer may continue its challenged practice if the employer can establish that the practice is job-related and consistent with business necessity. To utilize this defense successfully, the employer must show that the challenged practice relates to an important business need or to the employee’s ability to do the job. Even if the employer satisfies this burden, liability can still be imposed if the plaintiff can establish the existence of a less discriminatory alternative.

Employers have successfully persuaded courts that the use of credit reports in employment may be necessary if employees have access to cash—a use of the business necessity defense that rests heavily on the largely unsupported Fraud Hypothesis. In EEOC v. United Virginia Bank, decided in 1977, the U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of Virginia concluded that a bank was justified in conducting pre-employment credit checks, since “the banking business is a fiduciary business . . . where there is a good deal of cash openly handled.” In Bailey v. DeBard, a 1975 case, the U.S. District Court for the Southern District of Indiana ruled that it was appropriate for the Indiana State Police Department to make hiring decisions based on character investigations that included a review of credit histories. The court concluded that such a review was relevant to a police officer’s job performance because an adverse financial status might trigger a greater attraction to

---

216 See supra notes 101–115 and accompanying text.
“the criminal element.”\(^ {219}\) Even those states that have recently passed laws limiting employers’ use of credit reports have codified as business necessities the use of financial histories to vet applicants for positions involving access to money, the exercise of fiduciary responsibilities, or access to confidential information.\(^ {220}\)

For these and other reasons, Title VII has failed to fully protect individuals from the discriminatory effects of the use of credit reports in hiring. Although courts generally recognize that employers’ use of financial histories may be challenged on a disparate impact theory, relatively few courts have dealt directly with such actions.\(^ {221}\) The relative rarity of Title VII claims may be attributable to the fact that applicants may be rejected for undisclosed reasons.\(^ {222}\) Specifically, it is unclear to what extent employers comply with a requirement under the FCRA that they notify applicants if credit reports played a role in the employers’ decision not to hire the applicant.\(^ {223}\) In other words, it is possible that employers use credit reports as a factor in the hiring process, but fail to so acknowledge, thereby making it harder for plaintiffs to prove that the use of credit reports resulted in discrimination.

The inadequacies of Title VII claims highlight the need for a stronger financial history antidiscrimination norm to protect the interests of traditionally disadvantaged groups, including racial minorities. The currently very competitive marketplace has triggered a game of “musical chairs” whereby workers must compete with others for a limited number of positions. It is critical to ensure that limited social goods like jobs are not reallocated pursuant to criteria shown to perpetuate inequality and to be tenuously related to job performance.

\(^ {219}\) Id.

\(^ {220}\) See supra note 115 and accompanying text.

\(^ {221}\) Donna M. Malin, *Use of Credit History in Employment Decisions*, Nat’l Conference on Equal Emp’t Opportunity Law (Mar. 2008), http://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/administrative/labor_law/meetings/2008/2008_eeo_malin.authcheckdam.pdf. Although no federal court has held that pre-employment credit checks have a disparate impact on racial minorities, some have held that the use of general background investigations that include inquiries into the applicant’s financial history does violate Title VII. Concepción, supra note 17, at 534–35 (citing United States v. City of Chi., 549 F.2d 415, 432 (7th Cir. 1977); Dozier v. Chupka, 395 F. Supp. 836, 851–52 (S.D. Ohio 1975)).

\(^ {222}\) EEOC, *May 16 Hearing Record*, supra note 109 (statement of Adam T. Klein) (“[A]n applicant rejected for having an insufficiently positive credit record typically will not know that a never-disclosed employer credit-history check is the reason.”).

\(^ {223}\) See infra notes 287–295 and accompanying text (discussing the adverse action notice requirements imposed by the FCRA).
C. Promoting Social Mobility and Financial Recovery

Closely related to the concern that employers' and licensing organizations' use of financial histories can perpetuate racial inequality is the risk that the practice poses an affront to social mobility. Employers' and licensing organizations' consideration of financial histories, as I discuss below, may impact social mobility in three general ways. First, the practice may impact the distribution of particular jobs among individuals of lower socioeconomic backgrounds. Second, it may place downward pressure on these individuals' wages. Third, the practice may represent a more symbolic affront to social mobility by signaling to consumers that the effects of their financial decisions have serious collateral consequences—ones that extend beyond the realm of access to and cost of credit.

1. The Effects of Credit History on Socioeconomic Status

Employers' use of financial histories in the hiring process may have a disproportionate impact on individuals of a lower socioeconomic status, since there exists a correlation (albeit imperfect) between income and credit history. Thus, employers who use credit reports as a selection tool may be adversely impacting poorer individuals' ability to ascend to positions of greater status and wealth. Although credit reports are commonly used in filling low-level retail positions, they are also frequently used to help fill management roles, including, for example,
CEO and CFO positions. In hiring faculty members and administrators, some universities consult candidates' credit reports. Even several state laws that limit employers' uses of credit reports nonetheless authorize employers to use credit reports to fill certain leadership or management roles. These are all positions of consequence—ones that reward successful applicants with meaningful remunerative or symbolic benefits. Thus, to the extent that poorer applicants may have worse financial histories, they may be penalized in the assessment process. The practice may also deter poorer applicants from applying for such positions, thereby reducing the representation of individuals of a lower socioeconomic status in the management ranks.

Employers might argue that even if their use of financial histories reduces social mobility, its independent effect may not be quantitatively significant. It seems likely that other factors—including access to education and race—play a more substantial role in impacting, both over time and at the application stage, which candidates receive which positions. Although the poor ineluctably face greater challenges in ascending to more prestigious or more highly compensated positions, it seems probable that this impact takes place gradually. In other words, employers' and licensing organizations' consideration of financial histories may pose only a marginal or incremental barrier to upward social mobility. While this would not be a reason to enjoin antidiscrimination efforts, it might reduce the relative urgency of promoting antidiscrimination reform.

2. Suppression of Wages

Even if employers' use of financial histories has a de minimis independent effect on the distribution of specific jobs, the practice may more generally and insidiously impair social mobility by suppressing
the wages of those with adverse financial histories. Employers recognize that applicants with poor financial histories may be more likely to accept lower salaries, since these individuals (1) suffer a competitive disadvantage in the application process, and (2) depending on their specific financial circumstances, may more urgently require a steady income source. As a result, job applicants with adverse financial histories—regardless of their precise socioeconomic status—may find it more difficult to recover from financial upheaval.

3. Symbolic Affront to Social Mobility

It is also possible that the practice’s most direct affront to social mobility stems from its deterrent and symbolic role, suggesting that the goals of debt repayment and social mobility are in tension with one another. Philosopher Michael Walzer’s description of “complex equality” illustrates how the use of credit scores—correlated heavily with wealth and race—poses a philosophical challenge to equality and fairness. Walzer contends that in a society, “[n]o social good x should be distributed to men and women who possess some other good y merely because they possess y and without regard to the meaning of x.” Walzer describes social goods as membership, security and welfare, money and commodities, office, hard work, free time, education, kinship and love, divine grace, recognition, and political power. Thus, to facilitate complex equality, it would be unjust to allocate a social good like a job or membership in a particular profession based upon individuals’ possession of positive financial histories—which are heavily correlated with income and race.

To prospective job applicants, the use of financial histories is densely symbolic. A credit report—designed specifically by and for creditors—has been transplanted to numerous noncredit settings, raising concerns—particularly during a weak economy—that the effects of calamity and financial distress are being unfairly and unnecessarily

234 See Hayashi & Stavins, supra note 228, at 13 (discussing how higher-income individuals tend to have higher credit scores).
235 See supra notes 156–190 and accompanying text; infra notes 236–246 and accompanying text.
236 Hayashi & Stavins, supra note 228, at 13.
237 See supra notes 191–223 and accompanying text.
239 Id. at 20.
240 See generally id. (dedicating a chapter to each of these social goods).
compounded. Applicants may perceive this practice to "kick them when they're down," thereby perpetuating income inequality and slowing down financial rehabilitation following a financial shock. To a job applicant, the consequences of financial lapses are seemingly amplified, having consequences above and beyond their immediate "sphere."

The practice may be perceived not only to compound financial misfortune, but also to penalize lower- and middle-class consumers for unsuccessful entrepreneurial and other ventures. When an employer or licensing organization reviews an applicant's credit history, that employer or licensing organization is retrospectively and bluntly assessing the risk-taking that is sometimes required to improve one's life standing. Particularly during periods of high unemployment, individuals with dim job prospects make consequential entrepreneurial wagers in their lives—including, for example, starting small businesses or assuming significant educational debt. A sizeable proportion of these bets will fail. If employers and licensing organizations can consider financial history in the hiring process, the consequences of these past entrepreneurial wagers become broader and more enduring than an individual could likely have predicted at the moment he or she originally assumed the financial risk.

Employers' consideration of financial histories may serve to magnify and compound the effects of financial decisions and events, making it more difficult for individuals to escape the effects of bankruptcies, collection actions, and other adverse financial circumstances. Without the application of a robust financial antidiscrimination norm, the promise of social mobility—an American ethos—is undermined. At least one commentator has suggested that social mobility is overrated as a policy
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244 See Tamar Lewin, Student Loan Default Rates Rise Sharply in Past Year, N.Y. TIMES, Sept. 13, 2011 (reporting an 8.8% default rate on student loans); Katherine Meyer, Little Guys Tough It Out, WALL ST. J., Oct. 6, 2011, at B4 (reporting that only forty-seven percent of businesses launched in 2005 survived at least five years).
goal. Nonetheless, social mobility has been linked to a stronger middle class, greater economic opportunity, and political stability. It has a moderating impact on society. Employers’ use of financial histories reflects only one of many barriers to social mobility, but, even as an incremental barrier, the practice poses significant policy concerns.

D. Addressing Defects in Consumers’ Decision-Making Abilities

Employers frequently scrutinize applicants’ financial backgrounds to learn about these individuals’ capacity to be responsible: to complete tasks and assignments promptly; to defer, when appropriate, to their superiors; and to play by the rules of a particular organization. In the process, however, employers are relying on two important assumptions: (1) that credit reports and financial histories are valid measures of an individual’s capacity to be responsible or conscientious, and (2) that there is a meaningful relationship between an individual’s responsibility levels and his or her capacity to be a responsible employee. The failure of either one of these assumptions casts significant doubt on the logic of using financial histories in the employment and licensing settings. Elsewhere in this Article, I discuss the empirical relationship between credit reports and key personality traits like conscientiousness. In this Section, I address to what extent behavioral economics has redefined what it means for a consumer to exhibit “responsibility” or “conscientiousness” in his or her financial life.

Pursuant to neoclassical economic theory, laws that would bar employers and licensing organizations from considering applicants’ credit reports or financial histories are ill-advised because these prohibitions conflict with sacrosanct principles of individual autonomy.
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crimination laws, as one commentator has argued, reflect "a dramatic rejection of classical liberal notions of freedom of contract."\textsuperscript{251} Individual applicants theoretically have the freedom to limit, through negotiation, employers' access to applicants' financial histories. Indeed, the FCRA—the federal law that governs creditors' and others' use of credit reports—codifies this principle.\textsuperscript{252} Under the FCRA, employers must secure applicants' permission to access applicants' consumer reports.\textsuperscript{253} Because an applicant can safeguard the contents of her credit report by refusing to sign the employer's authorization form, a blanket prohibition on employers' use of applicants' financial histories is arguably unnecessary.\textsuperscript{254}

If one subscribes to the rule that interference with freedom of contract should be limited, restrictions on employers' and applicants' freedom to negotiate the terms of the evaluation process must have substantial countervailing benefits. I argue that the lessons of behavioral economics, when applied to credit reporting, help justify a prohibition on employers' consideration of applicants' financial histories.

In concluding that a consumer's financial history reveals a certain level of financial responsibility, employers are relying on several important neoclassical economic assumptions about the contracting process and consumers' decision-making abilities. A consumer who is deemed to be "responsible" for a given default is attributed with a considerable amount of power and autonomy.\textsuperscript{255} A consumer, for example, is presumed not to have suffered from material disadvantages in the contracting process. He or she is presumed to have been capable of maximizing his or her own self-interest in deciding whether to enter into a contract and under what terms.\textsuperscript{256} In the event that a consumer filed for bankruptcy or defaulted on a particular debt, his or her decision is

\textsuperscript{251} See John J. Donohue, Antidiscrimination Law, in 2 Handbook of Law and Economics 1387, 1390 (A. Mitchell Polinsky & Steven Shavell eds., 2007).


\textsuperscript{253} Id. § 1681b(b)(2).

\textsuperscript{254} But see infra notes 314-315 and accompanying text (explaining that these contracts are functionally adhesive because employers may be unwilling or unable to deviate from standardized assessment procedures).

\textsuperscript{255} See Posner, supra note 250, at 23-25 (discussing conventional rational choice theory and game theory in evaluating how a rational person will react in various situations).

\textsuperscript{256} Law and economics scholars presume that individuals exhibit rational choice: they are "self-interested utility maximizers with stable preferences and the capacity to optimally accumulate and assess information." See Jennifer Arlen, Comment: The Future of Behavioral Economic Analysis of Law, 51 Vand. L. Rev. 1765, 1766 (1998). Neoclassical economists acknowledge that certain deviations from the rational choice model occur, but contend that these deviations are not systematic. See id. at 1767.
presumed to be the result of an opportunistic cost-benefit calculation: the consumer concluded that repaying the debt would be more costly than defaulting on it.\footnote{See Block-Lieb & Janger, supra note 36, at 1493–95 (explaining that, pursuant to the ex ante incentive analysis of consumer default, “the lure of the discharge proves irresistible to strategically minded consumer borrowers”).}

Over the past several decades, behavioral economists have cast serious doubt on the assumptions underlying rational choice theory. Individuals exhibit bounded rationality, bounded willpower, and bounded self-interest.\footnote{Herbert A. Simon, Models of Man: Social and Rational 198–99 (1957); Christine Jolls et al., A Behavioral Approach to Law and Economics, 50 Stan. L. Rev. 1471, 1476 (1998); see also Daniel Kahneman, Maps of Bounded Rationality: Psychology for Behavioral Economics, 93 Am. Econ. Rev. 1449, 1449 (2003) (discussing research that “attempted to obtain a map of bounded rationality, by exploring the systematic biases that separate the beliefs that people have and the choices they make”).}

Behavioral economists have shown, for example, that individuals systematically make poor decisions that are inconsistent with their preferences. Individuals use incomplete heuristics—or rules of thumb—that cause them to make bad decisions.\footnote{See Jackson, supra note 184, at 1411–12.} Consumers tend to be overly optimistic about the future.\footnote{Id. at 1414.} They exercise poor impulse control.\footnote{Id. at 1408.} Individuals’ preferences for and valuations of certain goods and services are affected by how those goods and services are framed.\footnote{See Samuel Issacharoff, Can There Be a Behavioral Law and Economics?, 51 Vand. L. Rev. 1729, 1735 (1998); Russell Korobkin, The Endowment Effect and Legal Analysis, 97 Nw. U. L. Rev. 1227, 1228–29 (2003) (discussing the “endowment effect,” which refers to “the principle that people tend to value goods more when they own them than when they do not,” and its role in law and economics).}

Scholars have observed the effects of cognitive biases in the housing market,\footnote{In his analysis of subprime mortgages, Professor Oren Bar-Gill has examined why so many consumers entered into subprime mortgages that were not, in fact, welfare-maximizing, and which frequently resulted in foreclosures. See Oren Bar-Gill, The Law, Economics and Psychology of Subprime Mortgage Contracts, 94 Cornell L. Rev. 1073, 1075 (2009). Professor Bar-Gill explains that many consumers were harmed by mortgages with a small monthly payment and a small down payment because many borrowers overestimated both their ability to afford future high payments and the likelihood that home prices would rise. \textit{Id.} at 1079. In addition, because the true cost of a mortgage was difficult to ascertain, consumers may have been unable to adequately gauge their ability to afford the loan. \textit{Id.}} and in credit card transactions.\footnote{See Oren Bar-Gill, Seduction by Plastic, 98 Nw. U. L. Rev. 1373, 1375 (2004).} Competitive forces compel sophisticated sellers to capitalize on these cognitive biases in drafting contract terms.\footnote{Id. at 1373.} The implications of behavioral economists’ findings are stark and disconcerting: individuals systematically and predictably
make choices that they themselves—if only they possessed complete information—would perceive as wrong.266

Behavioral economists’ conclusions have called into question rational choice theorists’ principle of nonintervention. If consumers are unable to maximize their welfare in the contracting process, it may be appropriate for regulators to intervene. Some have suggested how regulators can improve financial disclosures to better enable consumers to overcome myopia and the optimism bias.267 Regulators can also restructure default rules—ones that consumers tend not to change—and other laws to better reflect consumers’ subjective preferences.268 Preserving consumers’ access to a bankruptcy discharge, for example, may compensate for consumers’ frequent inability to make decisions that “accurately reflect their own subjective preferences for consumption versus savings.”269

The conclusions of behavioral economists yield a related conclusion in the context of employers’ and licensing organizations’ consideration of applicants’ financial histories. Employers’ and licensing organizations’ consideration of credit reports in the employment context are an implicit attempt to punish and deter certain conduct (to encourage debt repayment) or to allocate a crucial social good—a job—based upon the wisdom of consumers’ financial decisions. To the extent that consumers’ choices are fueled less by a scientific, cost-benefit analysis, and more by imperfect decision-making shortcuts, use of financial histories in the employment setting may miss the mark. Given ambiguities about the merits of enforcing particular consumer contracts that are the products of systematic cognitive errors, it is arguably unjust to allow an employer—an uneducated third party—to make consequential inferences about a debtor based upon his or her record of bankruptcies and defaults. Default is less probative of an applicant’s level of “financial responsibility” than traditional models suggest.

Thus, just as legal scholars have suggested that the legal rules and sanctions governing debt default must be reconsidered to account for weaknesses in the neoclassical model, the nonlegal sanctions of debt de-

---

266 Jackson, supra note 184, at 1414 n.65.
267 Bar-Gill, supra note 263, at 1086 (recommending that regulators require lenders to incorporate the prepayment option in required disclosures of the annual percentage rate).
268 See Ian Ayres, Menus Matter, 73 U. Chi. L. Rev. 3, 4 (2006) (“[T]he default rule revolution in part has been an attempt to show lawmakers that they can move the world without restricting contractual freedom. Merely by changing the default, lawmakers—courts and legislators—can affect the equilibrium.”).
269 Jackson, supra note 184, at 1412.
fault—including employers' ability to refuse to hire applicants with adverse financial backgrounds—must likewise be reevaluated. Behavioral economists' findings suggest that it may be appropriate for states and municipalities to impose limits on this practice, even though doing so reduces consumers' power to decide for themselves—through contracting—whether or not to grant employers or licensing organizations access to their financial histories.

Employers may argue that imposing a mandatory financial antidiscrimination rule may be overbroad, since employers themselves may be able to distinguish between applicants on the basis of those factors that contributed to applicants' financial adversity. Presumably, employers have no interest in penalizing applicants whose financial transgressions are attributable to cognitive defects unrelated to job performance. Indeed, employers who scrutinize applicants' credit reports contend that they often provide applicants with an opportunity to "explain" those factors that triggered their bankruptcies or financial lapses. Employers claim not to penalize applicants whose financial problems were triggered by a divorce, a job loss, a health problem, or some other unavoidable life problem. In the aftermath of the subprime mortgage crisis in which millions of Americans lost their homes, employers also claim to discount foreclosures. Foreclosures may have been destigmatized because they have struck consumers frequently and seemingly capriciously. Alternatively or additionally, the extent of a consumer's responsibility for a given foreclosure may be too difficult to assess, since the recent foreclosure crisis implicated numerous groups,

---

270 See supra notes 263–266 and accompanying text. Alternatively, however, employers may presume that individuals who suffer from cognitive limitations in their personal lives may make poorer decisions in the workplace. Thus, if employers were capable of distinguishing between applicants who suffer from cognitive impairments and those who do not, employers' preference might be to favor the latter group.

271 Background Checking, supra note 60, at 9 (reporting that 87% of employers claim to give job applicants, in certain circumstances, an opportunity to explain certain adverse information in their consumer reports, 65% of employers claim to provide this opportunity during the pre-offer period, and 22% claim to provide it during the post-offer period).

272 See EEOC, Oct. 20 Meeting Tr., supra note 165, at 32 (Devata).


274 See Background Checking, supra note 60, at 7 (reporting that only eleven percent of employers surveyed said that a job applicant's foreclosure status would likely impact their hiring decision).
including government regulators, securitization participants, mortgage
servicers, and consumers.\footnote{Mark Jickling, Cong. Research Serv., R40173, Causes of the Financial Crisis 5–10 (2010) (identifying, among other factors, imprudent mortgage lending, risky financial activities, securitization, and deregulation as possible causes of the financial crisis).}

Providing applicants with an opportunity to explain the causes of defaults and bankruptcies, however, cannot sufficiently address the problems raised by behavioral economists. Several of the factors that employers claim to discount—a divorce, a job loss, or a health problem—are intervening life events that are commonly understood to affect many individuals somewhat indiscriminately.\footnote{See Sullivan et al., supra note 112, at 2 (explaining that bankruptcies are, in large part, caused by job volatility, separations and divorces, and medical problems).} These do not, in and of themselves, reflect cognitive biases. Indeed, it is likely very difficult or impossible for employers to deduce which consumer contracts are the products of cognitive irrationality and which are not. Applicants themselves may be unconscious of these biases or the role they played in the applicant’s default.\footnote{Claire B. Steinberger, Persistence and Change in the Life of the Law: Can Therapeutic Jurisprudence Make a Difference?, 27 Law & Psychol. Rev. 55, 57 (2003) (“Cognitive limitation and distortion operate at primarily unconscious and latent levels.”).} Thus, a prohibition on employers’ consideration of financial histories is justified, since it is likely too difficult or too costly to distinguish effectively between those consumers whose financial problems resulted from cognitive biases and those whose financial problems truly might signify more acute, “rational” financial irresponsibility.

Many might argue that the findings of behavioral economists cannot justify a wholesale ban on employers’ and licensing organizations’ consideration of financial histories. The prescriptive and normative implications of behavioral economics remain tentative because behavioral economists do not yet have a “coherent, robust, tractable model of human behavior,” making it difficult to make policy recommendations based on these findings.\footnote{Arlen, supra note 256, at 1768.} Likewise, cognitive biases are reduced as individuals learn by experience, work within organizations, or obtain advice from experts.\footnote{Id. at 1769.} Observations about the systematic and predictable defects in consumers’ decision-making abilities, however, coupled with concerns about social mobility and racial equality, suggest, at the very least, that the decades-old presumption that financial histories are useful and helpful sources of information about an employee’s merits should be more rigorously challenged.
III. Why an Antidiscrimination Norm Is Necessary and Preferable to Alternative Solutions

This Part explains why a significant expansion in financial history antidiscrimination laws is both necessary and preferable to alternative solutions.\textsuperscript{280} It first describes how the FCRA and the Bankruptcy Code’s antidiscrimination provisions provide inadequate protection to applicants.\textsuperscript{281} It then explains the limitations of an alternative solution: codifying employers’ current practice of allowing some applicants to explain what mitigating factors contributed to problems with their credit history.\textsuperscript{282} Next, this Part describes how a new antidiscrimination norm can protect employers from the consequences of false stereotypes and the threat of some negligent hiring suits.\textsuperscript{283} Finally, this Part concludes by explaining that, although antidiscriminatory sentiments have gained traction during the Great Recession, genuine reform efforts must be unconstrained by majoritarian pressures and timing.\textsuperscript{284}

A. Why Current Legal Protections Are Inadequate

1. The Fair Credit Reporting Act Emphasizes Access and Accuracy, Not Relevancy

How did consumers’ financial history become a widely utilized tool in the employment process? In large part, a 1970 statute designed to increase accuracy and privacy in the credit reporting industry—the Fair Credit Reporting Act (FCRA)\textsuperscript{285}—is responsible for legitimizing employers’ use of financial histories.\textsuperscript{286}

In passing the FCRA, Congress sought to correct key defects in the procedures by which the previously unregulated credit reporting indus-

\textsuperscript{280} See infra notes 281–418 and accompanying text.
\textsuperscript{281} See infra notes 285–402 and accompanying text.
\textsuperscript{282} See infra notes 403–410 and accompanying text.
\textsuperscript{283} See infra notes 411–413 and accompanying text.
\textsuperscript{284} See infra notes 414–418 and accompanying text.
\textsuperscript{286} 15 U.S.C. § 1681(b) (stating that the purpose of the FCRA is to “require that consumer reporting agencies adopt reasonable procedures for meeting the needs of commerce for consumer credit, personnel, insurance, and other information in a manner which is fair and equitable to the consumer, with regard to the confidentiality, accuracy, relevancy, and proper utilization of such information”).
try operated. The industry was secretive and enigmatic. Consumers did not know when and by whom their credit reports were being utilized. Consumers had no access to their consumer reports. In addition, they could not correct incomplete, irrelevant, or obsolete information. Simultaneously, however, consumer reports were often issued to outsiders for “dubious purposes.” Congressional witnesses cited reports of individuals accessing consumer reports to evaluate prospective husbands and sons-in-law. Indeed, some consumer reporting agencies would, for an additional fee, also perform private investigative work for customers. When employers used an applicant’s consumer report in deciding not to hire the applicant, the employer was prohibited by its contract with the consumer reporting agency from disclosing to the applicant that the consumer report played any role in the decision. As a result, job applicants had no idea that adverse and frequently erroneous or subjective information in their consumer reports might be “controlling [their] troubled careers.” Even if job applicants discovered that consumer reporting agencies were disseminating inaccurate information, they had virtually no legal recourse. Because consumer reporting agencies were largely insulated from defamation claims, agencies en-

287 See Hearings, Fair Credit Reporting, supra note 31, at 33 (statement of Paul Rand Dixon, Chairman, Federal Trade Commission) (discussing how few individuals know where a major credit reporting agency is physically located).
288 See id. at 92 (statement of Alan F. Westin, Prof. of Public Law and Government, Columbia University) (describing privacy breaches by consumer reporting agencies and the “great ease” with which non-creditors can access consumers’ reports).
289 See id. at 66 (statement of Lewis B. Stone, Assistant Counsel to Governor Rockefeller, State of New York) (“Under the present law if you did go to a credit bureau and told them something awful about me, there would be no way I could find out, subpoena the records or know anything about it.”).
290 See id. at 33 (statement of Paul Rand Dixon) (explaining the lack of effective remedies for inaccuracies in consumer reports).
291 See id. at 67 (statement of William F. Willier, Director, National Consumer Law Center, Boston College).
292 See id. at 92 (statement of Alan F. Westin).
294 See id. at 88 (statement of Alan F. Westin) (“The basic contract between the investigator and the employer states that information from the reports and the identity of the investigative agency may not be revealed to the person reported on.”).
295 See id. at 88–89.
296 The common law provided (and continues to provide) little protection to consumers who suffered damages from inaccurate credit reports, because credit bureaus have a “qualified privilege to disseminate inaccurate and even defamatory information so long as they act without malice.” See PRIDGEN & ALDERMAN, supra note 52, § 2:2. Today, common law actions have largely been superseded by the FCRA’s less demanding negligence stan-
joyed “virtual immunity from judicial accountability.” According to
one witness, a “veil of secrecy” surrounded these agencies; many per-
ceived the credit reporting industry to hold the “power of life and
death” over consumers and their financial futures.

The defects in the procedures by which the industry operated are
precisely those described by Professor Dan Solove in his examination of
the “database problem”: the privacy problems triggered by the collect-
on and use of information by computer databases and the Internet.
Professor Solove argues that, in conceptualizing the issue, commenta-
tors can compare the database problem to Franz Kafka’s depiction of
“bureaucracy” in The Trial. Like the protagonist in The Trial, consum-
ers confronting consumer reporting agencies faced “bureaucratic indif-
ference, arbitrary errors, and dehumanization.”

The legislative history of the FCRA reveals that credit reporting agencies created an
atmosphere in which “people feel powerless and vulnerable, without
any meaningful form of participation in the collection and use of their
information.”

Indeed, Congress seized on the metaphor of a broken trial in
framing the essential problems plaguing the credit reporting industry.
Senator William Proxmire, a leading sponsor of the FCRA, complained that “the consumer is confronted with an organized conspiracy of silence when he attempts to learn the contents of his credit re-
port.” Senator Proxmire argued that in a fair society, “standards of
justice require that the individual be confronted with the charges raised
against him and be given full opportunity to refute them.” Thus, in
crafting credit reporting industry regulations, Congress’s primary ob-
jective was to give consumers a meaningful participatory role in an oth-


reasonable procedures to assure maximum possible accuracy” of the information in con-
sumer reports).

See Hearings, Fair Credit Reporting, supra note 31, at 87 (statement of Alan F. Westin).

See id. at 19 (statement of Virginia H. Knauer, Special Assistant to the President for
Consumer Affairs).

Daniel J. Solove, Privacy and Power: Computer Databases and Metaphors for Information

Id. at 1398; see Franz Kafka, The Trial (Schocken Books 1998) (1925).

Solove, supra note 299, at 1398.

See id.

Wu & De Armond, supra note 25, § 1.4.3.


Id.
The obligations that the FCRA imposes on employers are consistent with this metaphor and message. The FCRA imposes responsibilities on employers at three major stages of the evaluation process. First, before pulling an applicant's credit report, an employer must clearly disclose that it may obtain a report for employment purposes. Additionally, the employer must obtain the applicant’s consent to access the report. Second, if an employer intends to deny employment to the applicant based in whole or in part on information in a credit report, the employer must first provide the applicant with a pre-adverse action disclosure that includes a copy of the credit report. Third, if the employer ultimately decides not to hire the applicant based on information in her credit report, the employer must provide the applicant with an adverse action notice (1) informing the applicant that such action was taken based in whole or in part on information in the consumer report, (2) listing the contact information of the credit reporting agency that supplied the report to the employer, and (3) describing the consumer’s right to dispute the accuracy or completeness of any information in the report and his or her right to receive a free credit report from the credit reporting agency. In imposing these requirements, Congress envisioned that job applicants, armed with employers' disclosures, could monitor the contents of their credit reports and, when necessary, correct any errors or explain any adverse credit information that might otherwise impact applicants’ job eligibility.

Requiring employers to secure applicants’ permission before accessing applicants’ credit reports seemingly gives individuals control over the information in their credit reports. Prospective employees and licensees ostensibly hold a key to the database containing their personal information—a key that they may withhold for any reason. This is consistent with a normative principle embedded within Samuel Warren and Louis Brandeis’s traditional conceptions of privacy: that an

---

307 Id. § 1681b(b) (2) (A) (ii).
308 Id. § 1681b(b) (3). The FCRA defines an “adverse action” in the employment context as “a denial of employment or any other decision for employment purposes that adversely affects any current or prospective employee.” Id. § 1681a(k) (1) (B) (ii).
309 Id. § 1681b(b) (3) (B) (i) (I)–(IV).
310 See id. § 1681b(b).
311 See id. § 1681b(b) (2) (A) (ii).
individual should have the right to control the release of information about his or her person.\textsuperscript{312}

The requirement that employers secure applicants’ permission is intended to alert job applicants that credit histories may be used in connection with the hiring process and give them an opportunity to opt out of the process.\textsuperscript{313} In reality, however, job applicants likely have little real choice in the matter.\textsuperscript{314} An applicant who refuses to submit to a financial history screening likely effectively removes him or herself from consideration for the position, because the employer may be unable or unwilling to deviate from its standardized vetting process.\textsuperscript{315} The contract is functionally adhesive. An individual’s choice is to “take or leave” the employer’s terms—and, thus, her chance at a job.

Congress’s use of a “broken trial” metaphor to describe the problems plaguing consumers was not incorrect, but it presupposed that the decisionmaker—an employer—is justified in using a consumer’s credit report in rendering a meaningful decision about a consumer. In other words, the FCRA glosses over the fundamental and threshold question of whether employers’ consideration of applicants’ financial histories is itself appropriate.

In the FCRA, Congress did address some important questions of relevancy. For example, it limited creditors’ and employers’ access to old—or “obsolete”—information in credit reports.\textsuperscript{316} Credit reporting agencies may not report most adverse information more than seven years old.\textsuperscript{317} Witnesses also objected to the very sensitive and personal information contained in some reports, triggering some reform within the industry.\textsuperscript{318} At the time the FCRA was passed, however, the industry was already quite large, and Congress recognized that credit reporting


\textsuperscript{313} See EEOC, Oct. 20 Meeting Record, supra note 14 (statement of Maneesha Mithal) (explaining that the FCRA’s notification requirement "serves an important role by alerting job applicants and employees to the fact that the employer may consider consumer report information in connection with the consumer’s application or employment").

\textsuperscript{314} Desmond, supra note 17, at 909 ("[J]ob seekers and employees have little real choice about whether or not to allow employers to obtain credit reports.").

\textsuperscript{315} With as many as sixty percent of employers utilizing credit reports in the hiring process, applicants have little leverage in influencing employers’ screening methods. See Background Checking, supra note 60, at 3, 9.


\textsuperscript{317} Id. Bankruptcies, however, may be reported for as long as ten years. Id. § 1681c(a)(1); Wu & De Armond, supra note 25, § 5.2.1.

\textsuperscript{318} See Hearings, \textit{Fair Credit Reporting}, supra note 31, at 75 (statement of Alan F. Westin) (describing the "overly intrusive" information contained in consumer reports).
was indispensable to the fair allocation and pricing of credit. In apparent deference to the industry's critical economic role, Congress left intact the default credit and non-credit uses of credit reports, addressing only the procedures governing the industry.

The legislative history does not suggest that Congress specifically endorsed the view that financial histories were necessarily relevant to employers' scrutiny of employees. By designating employers and licensing organizations as permissible users of credit reports, Congress appears to have intended to subject insurance companies and employers to government oversight. Its desire was to limit abuses by the credit reporting industry and to ensure that basic privacy controls were observed. In deferring to the default uses of credit reporting agencies and failing to question the wisdom of employers' use of financial information, however, Congress implicitly sanctioned and legitimized employers' use of financial histories.

Because the statute's protections emphasize consumer access and neglect questions of the relevancy of the information provided to employers, employers regularly consider bankruptcies and debt histories in assessing job candidates' relative merits. An antidiscrimination rule—one that makes a prima facie assessment of the relevancy of this information—is thus a necessary supplement to the gaps within the FCRA.

2. The Bankruptcy Code Inadequately Protects Filers from Extralegal Sanctions for Debt Default

a. Courts' Narrow Interpretations of the Bankruptcy Code’s Antidiscrimination Provisions Dilute the Fresh Start

In the American legal system, consumers with excessive debts can seek a financial “fresh start” by filing for bankruptcy. The Bankruptcy Code establishes a collective forum in which all of a consumer's debts—secured and unsecured—are categorized and satisfied either through a

319 See id. at 13 (statement of Virginia H. Knauer) (describing the vast size of the credit reporting industry).
321 Id. § 1681a(d)(1)(c) (incorporating § 1681b(a)(3)(B)).
322 See Hearings, Fair Credit Reporting, supra note 31, at 65 (statement of Sen. Proxmire) (explaining that legislators included in the definition of “credit rating” a reference to “character and general reputation” to enable Congress to regulate insurers and employers, entities that committed “a large proportion of . . . abuses”).
323 See id.
324 See supra notes 55–99 and accompanying text.
sale of all of the debtor’s non-exempt assets (i.e., a Chapter 7 liquidation) or through the creation of a plan under which the debtor agrees to pay creditors’ claims from future income over a three-year or five-year period (i.e., a Chapter 13 rehabilitation). To preserve debtors’ right to file for bankruptcy and to ensure debtors’ unimpeded access to the “fresh start” that it promises, two sections of the Bankruptcy Code—525(a) and 525(b)—provide limited antidiscrimination protection to bankruptcy filers in the employment context. Although bankruptcy is an institutionalized form of debt-forgiveness available to every debtor, its “fresh start” is noticeably circumscribed because courts have interpreted these antidiscrimination provisions very narrowly. Consequently, most employers can refuse to hire those who have sought bankruptcy relief. Courts’ narrow interpretations of the Bankruptcy Code’s antidiscrimination provisions represent a key weakness in current financial history antidiscrimination policies.

Section 525(a) codifies Perez v. Campbell, the 1971 Supreme Court case that invalidated, under the Supremacy Clause, a provision of an Arizona state law requiring state officials to suspend the drivers’ licenses of motorists who failed to satisfy judgments resulting from car accidents. The Court concluded that this state law, which expressly provided that the tortfeasor’s obligations were unaffected by a bankruptcy filing, interfered with a debtor’s right to a fresh start.

---

325 Chapter 7 debtors may retain certain property that they already owned at the time they filed for bankruptcy. See 11 U.S.C. § 522(d) (2006) (listing as partially exempt the debtor’s residence, one motor vehicle, and tools of the debtor’s trade (among other items)).


327 Id. § 1.25, at 105.

328 11 U.S.C. § 525(a)–(b). A third provision prohibits discrimination against debtor-borrowers on the basis of discharged, unrepaid loans by governmental units operating a student loan or grant program. Id. § 525(c).


330 See infra notes 331–347 and accompanying text.


333 See Perez, 402 U.S. at 649.
In the legislative history of § 525(a), lawmakers indicated that courts should interpret the antidiscrimination provisions expansively, describing the new legislation as a mere first step in protecting individuals' right to file for bankruptcy and to seek a fresh financial start:

[This] section is not exhaustive. The enumeration of various forms of discrimination against former bankrupts is not intended to permit other forms of discrimination. The courts have been developing the Perez rule. This section permits further development to prohibit actions by governmental or quasi-governmental organizations that perform licensing functions, such as a State bar association or a medical society, or by other organizations that can seriously affect the debtors' livelihood or fresh start, such as exclusion from a union on the basis of discharge of a debt to the union's credit union. . . . The courts will continue to mark the contours of the antidiscrimination provision in pursuit of sound bankruptcy policy.334

In spite of this invitation to courts to interpret the antidiscrimination provisions broadly, courts have been reluctant to do so.335 Instead, courts have narrowly interpreted these provisions in three major ways. First, private employers may refuse employment to bankruptcy filers.336 Second, any employer—private or public—may discriminate against a future bankruptcy filer.337 Future bankruptcy filers include those who may have articulated a good faith intention to pursue bankruptcy relief but who have not yet formally filed a petition. Third, any employer may discriminate against a bankruptcy filer, so long as the bankruptcy filing was not the sole factor in the employer's decision.338 I discuss each limitation in turn.

334 S. Rep. No. 95-989, at 81. Section 525(a), prohibiting discrimination against debtors by government entities, was passed six years prior to § 525(b)'s enactment. Because, however, the provisions of § 525(b) are nearly identical to those of § 525(a), courts have consulted the legislative history of § 525(a) in assessing Congress's intent in passing § 525(b). See, e.g., Leonard v. St. Rose Dominican Hosp. (In re Majewski), 310 F.3d 653, 658-59 n.2 (9th Cir. 2002).


336 See infra notes 339-347 and accompanying text.

337 See infra notes 348-371 and accompanying text.

338 See infra notes 372-380 and accompanying text.
i. Private Employers' Right to Deny Employment to Bankruptcy Filers

Under § 525(a) of the Bankruptcy Code, a public employer may not "deny employment to, terminate the employment of, or discriminate with respect to employment against" a current or former debtor under the Bankruptcy Code. Section 525(b), in contrast, provides that a private employer may not "terminate the employment of, or discriminate with respect to employment against" a current or former debtor.

These provisions are noticeably different from one another. Congress included the phrase "deny employment" from the list of actions that public employers are prohibited from taking, but it omitted the phrase in the provision governing private employers. Applying the *ex pressio unius est exclusio alterius* canon of statutory interpretation, almost all courts have thus concluded that Congress intended to permit private—but not public—employers to refuse to hire bankruptcy filers.

Courts have maintained this opinion in cases in which the refusal is motivated exclusively by the fact that the applicant has sought bankruptcy protection.

One court has deviated from this interpretation. In a heavily criticized decision, the U.S. District Court for the Southern District of New York in *Leary v. Warnaco, Inc.* held that § 525(b) does, in fact, prohibit

---

339 Section 525(a) provides in relevant part:

[A] governmental unit may not deny, revoke, suspend, or refuse to renew a license, permit, charter, franchise, or other similar grant to, condition such a grant to, discriminate with respect to such a grant against, deny employment to, terminate the employment of, or discriminate with respect to employment against, a person that is or has been a debtor under this title or a bankrupt or debtor under the Bankruptcy Act, or another person with whom such bankrupt or debtor has been associated, solely because such bankrupt or debtor is or has been a debtor under this title or a bankrupt or debtor under the Bankruptcy Act, has been insolvent before the commencement of the case under this title, or during the case but before the debtor is granted or denied a discharge, or has not paid a debt that is dischargeable in the case under this title or that was discharged under the Bankruptcy Act.


340 *Id.* § 525(b).


342 See *Rea*, 627 F.3d at 941; *Fiorani*, 192 B.R. at 407.
private employers from refusing to hire current or former debtors.\textsuperscript{343} The court implied that Congress's omission of the phrase "deny employment" from § 525(b) was a scrivener's error.\textsuperscript{344} It concluded that the phrase "may not . . . discriminate with respect to employment"—a prohibition applicable to both private and public employers—encompasses all aspects of employment, including hiring, firing, and material changes in job conditions.\textsuperscript{345} The court had difficulty reconciling the stark inconsistency between the two provisions with the rehabilitative functions of bankruptcy law, concluding that the Bankruptcy Code's "fresh start" policy mandated that the longer list of prohibited activities apply to both private and public employers.\textsuperscript{346} The court thus concluded that the plaintiff, whose offer of employment for an executive assistant position had been rescinded following the employer's review of the plaintiff's credit report, had stated a valid claim.\textsuperscript{347}

ii. Discrimination Against Future Bankruptcy Filers

Section 525 prevents employers from discriminating against an individual who "is or has been a debtor" under the Bankruptcy Code.\textsuperscript{348} In interpreting this provision, some courts have held that both public and private employers may discriminate against future filers: individuals who have not yet sought bankruptcy relief.\textsuperscript{349} Even those individuals who have expressed a good faith intention to file for bankruptcy receive no protection.\textsuperscript{350}

In the only appellate case to address this issue, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit in \textit{In re Majewski} held that an employer did not violate the Bankruptcy Code's antidiscrimination provisions

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{343} 251 B.R. 656, 658 (S.D.N.Y. 2000). Other courts have declined to follow \textit{Leary}. See, e.g., \textit{In re Stinson}, 285 B.R. at 250 ("Section 525(b) prohibits discrimination with respect to employment, but this prohibition does not include hiring decisions.").
\item \textsuperscript{344} \textit{See Leary}, 251 B.R. at 658 ("A Court should not go out of its way to place such an absurd gloss on a remedial statute, simply because the scrivener was more verbose in writing § 525(a).").
\item \textsuperscript{345} \textit{Id.}
\item \textsuperscript{346} \textit{Id.} ("The evil being legislated against is no different when an employer fires a debtor simply for seeking refuge in bankruptcy, as contrasted with refusing to hire a person who does so. The 'fresh start' policy is impaired in either case.").
\item \textsuperscript{347} \textit{Id.} at 657, 659.
\item \textsuperscript{348} 11 U.S.C. § 525(b)(1) (2006).
\item \textsuperscript{349} \textit{In re Majewski}, 310 F.3d at 656. \textit{But see Mayo v. Union Bank (In re Mayo)}, 322 B.R. 712, 717 (Bankr. D. Vt. 2005) (holding that an adverse action taken against a prospective bankruptcy filer may be actionable under § 525); Tinker v. Sturgeon State Bank (\textit{In re Tinker}), 99 B.R. 957, 960 (Bankr. W.D. Mo. 1989) (same).
\item \textsuperscript{350} \textit{See In re Majewski}, 310 F.3d at 656.
\end{itemize}
when it fired an employee after the employee informed the employer that he intended to file for bankruptcy.\textsuperscript{351} The court held that, because the employee had not yet filed for bankruptcy and had never previously filed (the employee was thus neither a current nor a former debtor under the Bankruptcy Code), § 525 did not prohibit the employer from terminating the employee.\textsuperscript{352}

The Ninth Circuit declined the debtor's invitation to interpret § 525 broadly, consistent with courts' interpretations of anti-retaliation provisions of remedial statutes like Title VII and the Fair Labor Standards Act.\textsuperscript{353} The majority conceded that these anti-retaliation provisions protect employees who express a clear intent to exercise one or more rights under these statutes.\textsuperscript{354} They do not merely protect those individuals who have formally asserted their rights by, for example, filing a complaint or instituting a proceeding against an employer.\textsuperscript{355}

The majority explained, however, that courts' broad interpretation of anti-retaliation provisions in these whistle-blower statutes is critical to their effectiveness, since the government relies on employees to report employer misconduct.\textsuperscript{356} In contrast, a similarly broad interpretation of the Bankruptcy Code's antidiscrimination provisions is unnecessary to give full effect to the Bankruptcy Code's policies.\textsuperscript{357} Although the court wanted to encourage debtors to report employers' violations of the antidiscrimination provisions and to protect individuals who had formally sought bankruptcy protection, the court "[did] not wish to encourage persons to file for bankruptcy or to threaten bankruptcy."\textsuperscript{358}

According to the majority, individuals who have filed for bankruptcy are more deserving of protection than those who have not yet formally filed, since bankruptcy involves a quid pro quo.\textsuperscript{359} In exchange for the protections triggered by a formal bankruptcy filing (including antidiscrimination protection and a temporary suspension of creditors' collection efforts through the imposition of the automatic stay\textsuperscript{360}), the
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\textsuperscript{357} See id. ("While we encourage reporting of statutory violations, we do not wish to encourage persons to file for bankruptcy or to threaten bankruptcy. We wish only to protect those persons who have invoked the bankruptcy law's protections to obtain a fresh start.").
\textsuperscript{358} Id.
\textsuperscript{359} See id. at 656.
debtor, according to the majority, turns over assets to the bankruptcy estate and "repay[s] debts that can be paid."\footnote{In re Majewski, 310 F.3d at 656; see 11 U.S.C. § 542 (2006).}

The dissent described the majority’s construction of § 525 as excessively formalistic and inconsistent with Congress’s clear intent in the Bankruptcy Code to provide debtors with an unhampered fresh start.\footnote{Id. at 660.} The dissent explained that § 525, which prohibits certain types of discrimination against one “who is or has been a debtor,” is ambiguous.\footnote{Id. at 657.} The phrase, as the majority contended, may mean that a debtor must file for bankruptcy before he or she can be the subject of “discrimination.”\footnote{Id. at 658–59.} Under this view, the provision provides no protection to an employee who is terminated moments before he or she formally files the bankruptcy petition—an interpretation that, the dissent argued, sets up an absurd footrace between an employer and a prospective bankruptcy filer.\footnote{Id. at 658–59.}

Alternatively, as the dissent explained, the phrase “who is or has been a debtor” may be more circumscribed—referring only to a requirement that an individual have attained the status of “debtor” (by filing a formal bankruptcy petition) before he or she sues a former employer under § 525.\footnote{Id. at 660.} It is not clear, the dissent claimed, that the individual is protected under the provision only if the employer’s discrimination occurred after he or she formally filed for bankruptcy relief.\footnote{In re Majewski, 310 F.3d at 658 (citing S. REP. No. 95-989, at 81 (1978)).}

The dissent argued that interpreting § 525 to permit an employer to terminate an employee after the employer has learned of the employee’s intention to file for bankruptcy would create a result inconsistent with the intentions of the Bankruptcy Code’s drafters, who passed § 525 to ensure that employers could not frustrate the congressional policy of providing debtors with a fresh start.\footnote{Id. at 661–62.} Courts broadly interpret anti-retaliation provisions of remedial statutes like Title VII not merely to encourage whistle-blowing, but also to prevent employers from discouraging employees from exercising individual statutory rights.\footnote{Id. at 661–62.} According to the dissent, the majority’s decision, which provided no protection to future bankruptcy filers, encouraged the precise
result that the majority sought to avoid. By providing limited employment protection only to those who have formally filed for bankruptcy, employees have an incentive to "file first and talk later."

iii. Mixed Motive Cases

Section 525 provides that employers may not discriminate against a current or former bankruptcy filer "solely because" such an individual has filed for bankruptcy, has been insolvent before or during the bankruptcy case, or has failed to pay a debt that was discharged or is dischargeable in the case. The vast majority of courts have interpreted this phrase narrowly, requiring aggrieved claimants to establish that the prohibited factor was the exclusive reason for the employer's discriminatory treatment. A minority of courts have argued that the same burden of proof used in Title VII discrimination claims should be applied to Bankruptcy Code discrimination cases. According to these courts, it is too burdensome to require employees to prove that no other factors weighed in the employer's decision to terminate the employee's position. These courts argue that an employer's discrimination against a bankruptcy filer is unlawful under § 525 if the bankruptcy filing, insolvency, or failure to pay a dischargeable debt played a "significant role" in the employer's decision, or if the employer would not have discriminated against the employee "but for" the employee's bankruptcy filing.
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One court acknowledged that requiring employees to prove that no other factors triggered the discrimination makes it more difficult for bankruptcy filers to seek relief, but argued that an individual's bankrupt status is different from the Title VII and Age Discrimination Act categories of race, sex, and age.\textsuperscript{378} The court stated that "there is not much one can do about his race, or sex, or age ... but bankruptcy, while sometimes the result of catastrophic events over which the bankrupt has no control, often results from conduct as to which the bankrupt had a measure of choice."\textsuperscript{379} Congress, according to the court, may have had in mind the mutability of one's financial status in imposing a higher standard of proof to bankruptcy discrimination cases than in Title VII or Age Discrimination Act cases.\textsuperscript{380}

\textbf{b. Bankruptcy as a Critical Component of a Financial History Antidiscrimination Norm}

As a result of courts' narrow interpretations of the Bankruptcy Code's antidiscrimination provisions, it is tremendously difficult for bankruptcy filers to successfully deter and counter discriminatory treatment by employers. According to a 2008 study, forty-five percent of debtors who were denied employment following bankruptcy reported that the employer's decision was attributable to the bankruptcy filing.\textsuperscript{381} The stark inconsistency between the Bankruptcy Code's "fresh start" policy and its limited antidiscrimination protections underscores the need for legislative action: policymakers must clarify to what extent employers and licensing organizations can consider financial histories—including bankruptcy filings—in the employment and licensing process.

The normative factors I consider above provide helpful guidance about the merits of including bankruptcy within the scope of a stronger financial history antidiscrimination norm. First, the Fraud Hypothesis—a frequently cited empirical justification for the use of financial histories in the employment setting\textsuperscript{382}—may be less applicable to bankruptcy filers than to individuals who have accumulated significant debts but who have not sought bankruptcy relief. Because bankruptcy results in a substantial decrease in an individual's indebtedness, a bankruptcy filer might pose a decreased security risk to a given institution.\textsuperscript{383} Thus,
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in spite of the tenuous connection between credit scores and an employee’s propensity to commit theft, those who subscribe to the Fraud Hypothesis may not necessarily oppose the application of an antidiscrimination rule to protect bankruptcy filers.

Second, although some may argue that bankruptcy promotes debt default, others contend that bankruptcy can increase economic productivity. According to one commentator, the most compelling rationale in support of bankruptcy is the ability of the bankruptcy discharge to restore the debtor to economic productivity and viable participation in the open credit economy. Consistent with this rationale, there may be appropriate reasons to limit the discharge (and, consequently, antidiscrimination protection) in some cases. Although bankruptcy may ultimately increase the cost of credit, one may conceptualize these added costs as an “insurance premium” necessary to protect all debtors against the risk of default.

Third, behavioral economists’ observations about financial decision making suggest that courts’ reluctance to construe the Bankruptcy Code’s antidiscrimination provisions as broadly as they interpret other anti-retaliation provisions may be misplaced. Many courts and employers seem willing to concede that certain “innocent” events like job losses, medical problems, and separations or divorces are deserving of antidiscrimination protection. The implication is that these innocent events, to the extent that they trigger an adverse financial status, are more analogous to immutable characteristics (e.g., race, age, and sex) that have traditionally received antidiscrimination protection. The same time, other financial events (e.g., overspending) are perceived as mutable and products of rational choice. Behavioral economists’ findings, however, demonstrate that most individuals predictably and systematically make cognitive errors that can trigger an adverse financial status. Thus, there may be reason to relax a seemingly tenuous dichotomy between events perceived to be “uncontrollable” and other adverse financial circumstances, like foreclosures or overspending, that trigger bankruptcies.
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Fourth, pursuing stronger bankruptcy protections as part of a broader antidiscrimination reform effort may have a favorable impact on social mobility. As one commentator has explained, the bankruptcy discharge suspends or reverses the downward social mobility consumers encounter in the months or years preceding bankruptcy.390 Before bankruptcy, individuals suffer from a decline in wealth from (1) the compounding of existing debt through fees and interest, and (2) the loss of assets through foreclosure and repossession.391 A bankruptcy discharge alone, however, may be inadequate to prevent bankruptcy filers from experiencing subsequent financial distress. Scholars have established that sustained relief requires not only the forgiveness of past debts through the bankruptcy discharge, but also a stable and sufficient post-bankruptcy income.392 To the extent that debtors’ pursuit of new jobs and careers is impaired by employers’ review of financial histories, a fortified bankruptcy antidiscrimination rule may reinforce bankruptcy’s promised “fresh start.” Although the application of a stronger antidiscrimination rule will not ensure debtors’ access to the income that some identify as indispensable to post-bankruptcy financial viability, antidiscrimination can reduce those barriers that may inevitably complicate the search for a new job or career.

Finally, a comprehensive financial history antidiscrimination norm requires more than a prohibition on employers’ use of credit reports—a medium of information about applicants’ financial histories. The antidiscriminatory goal of such a prohibition could be easily circumvented, since employers may learn about financial events, like bankruptcy filings, through other means, including from public records or from the existence of a debtor-creditor relationship between the employer and the applicant.393 Comprehensive protection for debtors thus requires that employers be prohibited from considering specific financial events—like bankruptcy filings—that they discover from sources other than credit reports.

Some may argue that antidiscrimination protection should be limited to bankruptcy filers, either for normative or pragmatic reasons. Bankruptcy is a preexisting, standardized form of debt-forgiveness. It is
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widely available and pursued by millions of Americans every year. While the Bankruptcy Code makes key distinctions between different types of debts in its distribution of limited assets to creditors, all debtors—whether seemingly profligate spenders or the victims of downsizing—can seek refuge under the Bankruptcy Code. Likewise, bankruptcy's collection functions and the repayment obligations it imposes on debtors in exchange for a discharge of debts—part of an economic quid pro quo—may make a fortified bankruptcy antidiscrimination rule more palatable to those who might otherwise tolerate discrimination by employers or licensing organizations to deter debt default. In addition, mandating that employers not discriminate against bankruptcy filers reorients the conversation from the more divisive topic of employers' freedom to treat a debt-defaulter differently to a more philosophical debate about the importance of ensuring, pursuant to the Supremacy Clause, an individual's full and unimpaired access to a discharge of debt and a fresh start.

While an effective financial history antidiscrimination norm must fully shield bankruptcy filers from employers' extra-legal sanctions for debt default, comprehensive reform requires also that non-filers receive full antidiscrimination protection. Bankruptcy is standardized and broadly available, but, for several reasons, it may be underutilized. First, bankruptcy is a limited right. The Bankruptcy Code imposes various restrictions on a debtor's right to discharge commonly held debts like student loans and home mortgage loans, limitations that can impact a debtor's decision about whether to file for bankruptcy. Likewise, bankruptcy is very much a tool of middle class debtors, as many consumers cannot afford to file. Some debtors who do not file for bank-
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Bankruptcy instead pursue "informal bankruptcy." Such debtors may not have any assets to forfeit to creditors and therefore may not derive any direct economic benefits from a bankruptcy discharge. Because, however, these individuals' financial histories reveal various adverse events (e.g., collection actions or creditor lawsuits), non-filers nonetheless may require antidiscrimination protection in the employment setting. Consequently, bankruptcy antidiscrimination protection is a necessary—but not sufficient—component of an effective and comprehensive financial history antidiscrimination norm.

B. The Limitations of Consumer Empowerment

To address some of the problems triggered by the use of financial histories in the employment process, legislators could enhance the procedural protections available to prospective employees and licensees. Currently, some employers contend that they sometimes give applicants an opportunity to "explain" adverse information in their credit reports. Instead of adopting a wholesale ban on employers' consideration of financial histories, legislators could require employers who consult candidates' credit reports to give candidates an opportunity to discuss any problematic items in their financial histories. This discussion would provide applicants with an opportunity to correct any consequential misperceptions. For example, applicants could identify significant errors in credit reports, or explain what unavoidable circumstances contributed to a bankruptcy or a collection action. Applicants could also explain to prospective employers that a lawsuit or collection action is a result of a legitimate billing dispute rather than an attempted evasion of financial obligations.

On the one hand, increasing applicants' participation in the assessment process could help to reduce the rote and depersonalized nature of employers' review of credit histories. The reform would seem-
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ingly humanize the process by providing applicants with the opportunity to respond to "charges" leveled against them.\footnote{This could alleviate many of the privacy concerns cited by Professor Solove in his examination of the "database problem" (the privacy problems caused by the collection of personal information by computer databases). See Solove \textit{supra} note 299, at 1394-95; see \textit{supra} notes 299-302 and accompanying text.} In addition, an individualized inquiry could reduce the unfairness that could otherwise result if an organization presumptively disqualified a candidate based upon adverse information in his or her credit report. In other words, allowing applicants to participate in the evaluation process could reduce the imprecision triggered by a third party's power to make probabilistic inferences about a given individual based upon that individual's possession of a particular trait.\footnote{See, e.g., \textit{Kirkland}, \textit{supra} note 15, at 21.}

At the same time, however, increasing applicants' participation in prospective employers' review of financial histories unfairly places applicants on the defensive. The practice—similar to the FCRA approach toward employers' use of financial histories—too readily presumes the existence of a link between an adverse financial history and a prospective employee's merits.\footnote{See \textit{supra} notes 285-324 and accompanying text.} Institutionalizing candidates' opportunity to respond to employer concerns could entrench and calcify existing stereotypes about individuals who encounter financial calamity.\footnote{\textit{Cf.} Neil Gotanda, \textit{A Critique of "Our Constitution Is Color-Blind,"} 44 \textit{STAN. L. REV.} 1, 2 (1991) (arguing that "color-blind" policies—ones that seek to ignore or sanitize difference—in effect perpetuate racism). Similarly, although mandated employer discussions about consumer reports might attempt to "correct" for stereotypes, these employer reviews might instead entrench them.} It effectively establishes a rebuttable presumption that errors in applicants' financial histories constitute bona fide "red flags." As a result, the reform could strengthen the debt-enforcement function of employers' use of financial histories because it institutionalizes employers' scrutiny of adverse financial events like bankruptcies or debt defaults.\footnote{See \textit{supra} notes 156-190 and accompanying text.}

Such a reform is, at best, an incomplete solution. It is likely to be expensive and administratively onerous. Compliance would be difficult to monitor. It also presumes that employers would be able to distinguish effectively between "forgivable" adverse debt problems and more problematic ones.\footnote{EEOC, Oct. 20 Meeting Tr., \textit{supra} note 165, at 32 (Devata).} In addition, requiring employers to ask employees about adverse financial circumstances might require applicants to disclose information about their marital status or underlying medical con-
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Toward a Stronger Financial History Antidiscrimination Norm, which may raise other discrimination problems. Applying a heightened financial antidiscrimination norm to the employment setting is a more blunt reform, but it would represent an informed societal and legal judgment about the wisdom and ethics of employers’ and licensing organizations’ consideration of candidates’ financial histories.

C. Protecting Employers from the Consequences of False Stereotypes

Employers and licensing organizations face tremendous pressure to consult various sources of information about applicants. Licensing organizations, for example, may feel compelled to consult candidates’ backgrounds in order to prevent scandals and to limit legislatures from encroaching on their self-regulatory authority. Employers and employer advocates, in addition, contend that employers must conduct thorough background checks on applicants in order to forestall negligent hiring claims.

A survey of cases, however, reveals few—if any—successful negligent hiring claims brought against employers for failure to consult credit reports or some other aspect of an employee’s financial history. This dearth of cases might suggest that employers are utilizing this rationale as a pretext. Alternatively or additionally, it may indicate that credit reporting agencies have successfully capitalized on a combination of (1) widely held preconceptions about those with adverse financial histories, and (2) employers’ fear of liability. Indeed, credit reporting agencies regularly market consumer reports as prudent, money-saving risk-mitigation tools.

The negligent hiring rationale demonstrates the extent to which preconceptions about the relevancy and validity of financial histories have been embraced by a risk-averse legal and administrative culture. When a preconception about a group is entrenched, antidiscrimination laws may be necessary not only to prevent the application of a stereotype against an individual, but also to protect the employer from concerns about liability and loss that are fueled by third parties’ embrace
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of the stereotype. Employers themselves may need robust financial history antidiscrimination laws to successfully reduce the real or perceived threat of lawsuits that are grounded in inaccurate narratives about debtors and debtor behavior.

D. A Cautionary Note: Antidiscrimination’s Anti-Majoritarian Directive

The post-recession recovery period—marked by high unemployment—has highlighted the normative and logical weaknesses of employers’ use of candidates’ financial histories in the evaluation process. Foreclosures and job losses have seemingly stricken households somewhat capriciously, and there is a widespread sense that “Main Street” consumers—relative to the “Wall Street” elite—have been systematically disadvantaged. Public officials have responded with various proposals to help ensure that consumers—particularly the long-term unemployed—are not treated differently by employers.

In the current tumultuous political and economic climate, a financial antidiscrimination norm caters to majoritarian and populist sympathies. As a result, proposals to reduce the role of financial history in the employment process have gained traction. As of the time of this writing, seven states have passed laws that limit employers’ consideration of credit histories.

In the aftermath of the Great Recession—a period of significant financial upheaval for millions of Americans—proposals advancing a stronger financial history antidiscrimination norm are more likely to induce change. At the same time, however, the timing of this movement may, by oversimplifying its message, pose a philosophical dilemma. By promoting an enhanced antidiscrimination norm during a weak economy, policymakers may be sending a message that the harms of employers’ and licensing organizations’ use of financial histories are most acute and problematic during periods of high unemployment or widespread economic stress. While this message is not necessarily incorrect, it is incomplete and reductionist.

The harms of financial history discrimination in the employment or licensing setting may be felt or perceived by the largest number of
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人们在经济不景气的时期。部分原因可能是，雇主在竞争激烈的市场中增加对信用报告的审查，因为更大的数量的工人争夺有限的职位。417 但这是一种错误，因为政策制定者、雇主和法官不能认为，需要反歧视改革是暂时的，或者在经济条件改善后，求职者需要更强的反歧视保护将会预测性地下降。418

规范性的雇主使用信用报告和财务历史的害处——最明显的是对社会流动和种族平等的威胁——并不局限于疲软的经济。少数民族社区，例如，需要更长时间来走出衰退。418 结果，申请人的需要将长期存在。此外，实践的实证强弱的实践——雇主能够根据有效的统计推断做出关于雇员人格特质的推断——与经济条件无关。

因此，财务历史反歧视改革的时机是双刃剑。目前疲软的经济和高失业率使得这个问题引起了广大民众的共鸣，但真正意义上的反歧视改革努力必须不受主流民粹思潮的约束。

结论

财务历史对个人生活产生广泛且不可磨灭的影响，远远超出了信贷获取的领域。近年来，越来越多的雇主和许可证机构在评估申请人的资历时使用信用报告和财务历史。最近的经济衰退导致许多人质疑这一做法的逻辑和伦理。

这篇文章探讨了在就业和许可领域使用财务历史的规范性辩护。尽管考虑财务历史可能对降低债务违约有适度的经济利益，但重要的抵销因素——包括财务历史对种族平等和社会流动的负面影响——包括实践的不良影响，这需要伦理上的考虑。
and ambiguities about its empirical validity—justify the adoption of a more robust financial history antidiscrimination norm. Current laws, including the Fair Credit Reporting Act and state laws limiting employers' use of financial histories, function to entrench prevailing stereotypes about debtor behavior and to legitimize employers' right to access applicants' financial histories. Likewise, the Bankruptcy Code's antidiscrimination provisions provide only nominal protection to debtors—an omission that functions to erode the "fresh start" necessary to improve debtors' financial futures. Research by behavioral economists suggests that it may be reasonable to analogize consumers' adverse financial statuses to more traditional "immutable" categories (e.g., race, age, and sex) that receive more robust antidiscrimination protection under existing laws.

An enhanced financial history antidiscrimination norm will require employers and policymakers to question the usefulness of information that for decades has been embraced as relevant and helpful. Adoption of fortified financial history antidiscrimination protections can promote racial and economic equality, give employers the freedom to focus on those qualities that have a demonstrated relationship to job success, and reduce the impact of dubious preconceptions about job applicants' adverse financial backgrounds.